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An investigation into the cognitive and affective
characteristics and needs of talented students has resulted in the creation of a working model for a language
arts based curriculum for students in grade six.

This

project identifies the essential components of programs
for the education of the academically talented and demonstrates how these ingredients interact in practice.

The

process for selecting concepts and related content in r
English, reading and social studies is explained.

Sug-

gestions for designing materials and for utilizing commercially prepared lessons are provided.
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CHAPTER ONE
Background

Interest and concern for the education of the talented
and gifted has increased in the past decade.

At a time when

educational excellence is a newly reinstated goal, there is
great public attention directed toward the talented in our
schools.

In the state of Washington, guidelines for the

funding of gifted programs have been established.

Require-

ments for compliance have been outlined, and gifted education is becoming another aspect of special education.

More

and more districts are addressing the need for a differentiated program for talented learners.
The Longview School District responded to the cognitive
needs of talented youth by establishing an elementary talented program.

The Program for the Academically Talented (PAT)

consisted of a pull-out model for those third, fourth, and
fifth grade students who had been screened and selected for
participation.

These students were bused from their regu-

lar schools to a designated classroom for two, half-day
sessions each week.

Opportunities for enrichment in a

variety of areas were provided.

Working on computers, meet-

ing with mentors in the community, designing independent
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study projects, engaging in creative problem-solving activi ties, and concentrating on higher level thinking skills
provided these talented students with activities consistent
with their academic development.
Parents, students, and staff were generally pleased
with the services provided, but as the participants progressed through the program, they became concerned as to
what would be provided at the middle school level.

It

was a legitimate concern; students identified as "talented"
in the early grades were going to continue to be talented
at the next level.

If not provided with appropriate cur-

riculum and instruction in the sixth, seventh, and eigth
grades, the attention provided in the elementary program
could result in increased boredom (Gold, 1965).
The question of how to serve these students at the
next level of their education became a charge for the
middle school.

The tasks of determining what kind of pro-

gram, curriculum, scheduling, and staffing necessitated
great preparations.
Sixth grade students in the Longview middle schools
are scheduled in a three period block consisting of English,
reading, and social studies.

After research and discussion,

teachers who had been selected to develop the plan felt
that in terms of scheduling, the best arrangement was to
assign the PAT students their own block.

In this way, the

regular student learning objectives for English, reading,
and social studies could be met.

The three hour time period
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could provide for flexioility in making the classroom
experiences qualitatively different from the regular
program.

The "how" to make the content and instruction

qualitatively different became the primary concern.
Statement of the Problem
The middle school PAT Committee began an exhaustive
process of reviewing the literature on talented programs.
Readings, workshops, conferences, and observations of
language arts based programs provided ideas to be used
in the planning stage.

Although research yielded valu-

able information regarding the cognitive and affective
characteristics and needs of gifted learners, suggestions
for planning seemed like long lists of ingredients with
little, if any, directions for putting it all together.
Independent study, higher level thinking skills, creative
problem-solving, and research skills are components of
a curriculum for the talented, but how do.they interact
in the classroom, and how is the teacher in a talented
program to plan for this interaction?

There are no models

which show a consistent application of the many needs of
talented students.
the components.

Many programs exhibit one or more of

It is difficult to find one utilizing

all.
Purpose of the Study
This study was undertaken to apply knowledge of the
curricular needs of talented students for the purpose
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of creating a working model for language arts based
talented programs.

This model will clarify and simplify

the important components of gifted educationo
Limits of the Study
The material developed in this curriculum model is
for use in the Longview School District's Sixth Grade
Program for the Academically Talented.

Students partici-

pating in the program have been selected because they have
attained a score of 95% or better in the total reading
and language arts batteries on the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills and who have a cognitive skills index- an IQ
equivalent- of 125 or above.

The content presented is

limited to instruction in English, reading, and social
studies.

The visual and performing arts are not a focus

of this program, although care has been taken to include
activities for creativity in art, music and drama.
Importance of the Study
This study has been greatly important to the Longview
School District because it has resulted in a program which
is now in operation.

As other school districts become in-

volved in gifted education, either voluntarily or as a result of legislation, it will be important for workable
models to be ava·ilable.

Districts without vast financial

resources for extensive curriculum development will need to
apply and imitate the work of others.

Teachers who have the

charge of creating talented programs may be without knowledge
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of differentiating the curriculum.

Although a reader

may teach a different grade level and may select different
types of content, the process of organizing the curriculum
is transferable.

The ultimate importance of the project

lies in the fact that it will help the reader make more
informed decisions regarding the planning of the curriculum for talented students.
Definition of Terms
talented/gifted child:

those who display outstanding per-

formance or potential in one or more of the following areas;
general intellectual ability, specific academic aptitude,
and creative or productive thinking.

This study will focus

on those who have been identified and enrolled in a program
for the academically talented.

These students have scored

at or above the 95% on reading and English achievement
tests, and 125 or above on the Cognitive Skills Index.

It

is common and acceptable to use the words gifted and talented interchangeably.

PAT:

Program for the Academically Talented, a program for

talented students in the Longview School District, Longview,
Washington.

cognitive domain:

includes all forms of "intellectual" acti-

vity, ie. attending, perceiving, remembering, associating,
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discriminating, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating,
all behaviors which loosely can be called thinking,

affective domain:

contains all behaviors which are con-

nected with the feelings or emotional components of life,
such as positive and negative feelings, attitudes, values,
interests, appreciations, morals, character, and personal
and social adjustment.

higher level thinking skills:

connnonly associated with

Bloom's taxonomy of the cognitive domain, includes the
more sophisticated thinking processes of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

independent study:

a process involving the location and

use of data in the production of new ideas which lead to
the development of a product to be evaluated.

The pro-

cess is carried out by an individual student with little or
no guidance from a teacher.

Usually the process involves

selecting a topic, developing questions and objectives,
researching the topic, making a product, evaluating the
product, and sharing the product.

curriculum compacting:

a term associated with Joseph

Renzulli's Enrichment Triad Curriculum Model.

Compacting

refers to the process of teaching a piece of content in
a relatively small amount of time.

Because talented
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students are able to remember and understand concepts
fairly rapidly, content related to the development of
basic skills can be compacted to make more time available
for independent study or the application of higher level
thinking skills.

simulation:

a process of exploring a problem or ideas by

simulating or recreating the events within the classroom.
It requires active participation on the part of the
learner, and because of this involvement, creates a high
degree of motivation.

differentiation:

the process of selecting and creating

appropriate curriculum and instructional strategies for
the unique needs of a given student population, in this
case the academically talented.

CHAPTER TWO
Related Literature
Introduction

In creating a cur~iculum model for talented students,
it is important to understand the population to be served.
The talented and gifted have unique cognitive and affective
characteristics and needs.

These needs dictate the types

of learning experiences necessary in a differentiated
program.

A discussion of both the academic and emotional

qualities of the talented and the resulting curricular
needs will be presented.
Defining Giftedness
It is difficult to find a definition for giftedness
which includes all programs and circumstances.

Various

state legislatures have defined it in terms of a percentage
of the population such as the top 3-6%.

The Educational

Amendment Act of 1978 specifies that the gifted and the
talented are:
children and whenever applicable, youth who
are identified at the preschool, elementary,
or secondary level as possessing demonstrated
or p,otential abilities that give evidence of
high performance capability in areas such as
intellectual, creative, specific academic,
or leadership ability or in the performing and
visual arts, and who by reason thereof, require
services or activities not ordinarily provided
by the school.
8
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Most researchers, such as Gallagher (1972), agree that
the gifted and talented are those students who have been
identified as exhibiting exceptionally high abilities
and who possess the capacity for high performance.
These are students who require appropriate educational
opportunities to realize their potential.
These students may be highly capable in a variety of
areas.

General intellectual ability, specific academic

aptitude, creative or productive thinking, leadership
ability, visual and performing arts and psychomotor
ability are the typical areas for such performance or
potential (Polette, 1982).
Despite the fact that such a wide range of areas is
included in definitions for the gifted, most students
participating in talented programs in this country are
part of the identification area known as academic aptitude (Polette, 1982).

This is probably due to the fact

that academic aptitude is easier to identify on achievement and intelligence tests, and programs designed for
the academically talented are less expensive to operate.
This study focuses on those students who have been
labeled academically talented.

Identifying the character-

istics of these students is important to an understanding
of them.

Certainly, all acade~ically talented students

differ in some respects, but there are many traits which
recur frequently in the research literature.
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Cognitive Characterisitics of the Talented
The characteristics of the academically talented
which appear most often in studies of gifted children
related to their advanced abilities in language and
thought (Davis and Rimm, 1985).

Such advanced lan-

guage abilities allow talented children to understand
concepts with greater ease and speed.
Clark (1983) compiled the following list of cognitive characteristics of the gifted:
-extraordinary quantity of information
-unusual retentiveness
-advanced comprehension skills
-unusual capacity for processing information
-heightened capacity for seeing unusual
and diverse relationships
-ability to generate original ideas and
solutions
-early ability to use and form conceptual frameworks
-accelerated thought processes.
This listing of qualities describes the talented behaviors in the classroom.

Talented students are those

who are often finished before the rest of their classmates.

They may remember obscure characters encountered

in a literature selection months ago and are able to
identify analogous relationships in a selection presently being read.
When problems are identified, these students are
able to analyze the causes and effects of the problems
before proposing solutions which they have generated.
They are concerned about worthwhile tasks and more glo -
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bal situations and articulate their concerns with
sophisticated vocabularies (Rice, 1970).
Another characteristic which is associated with
their high abilities is their skill of independence
(Gallagher, 1975).

Talented students like to choose

what they will learn and exhibit an ability to take
risks in the process.

They are not as concerned with

social conventions as with their own interests in
learning and experiencing.
Contrary to many views regarding the cognitive
traits of the talented, Renzulli (1978) argues that the
gifted possess above average .(but not necessarily high)
intelligence.

He puts more emphasis on creativity and

task commitment than on advanced intellectual abilities.
In general, gifted as a group "differ from others
in learning ability.
more.

They learn faster and remember

They tend to think more deeply with and about

what they learn"(Gold, 1965:135).

The academic and in-

tellectual characteristics of the talented are only part
of the picture.

There are also commonalities in regard

to affective or feeling characteristics.
Affective Characteristics of the Talented
The affective characteristics include those which
are related to the personality of the person.

Attituqes,

values, social skills, moral judgments, self esteem, and
personal adjustments are among those included in this
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broad categoryo

Researchers have found differential

affective qualities among the giftedo

Although advanced

development in the cognitive domain does not necessarily
imply such advancement in the affect domain (Clark, 1983),
Davis and Rimm (1985:24) found that as a general trend,
"gifted students are more sensitive to values and moral
issues, and they intuitively understand why certain behavior is good and other behavior is bad."

Diessner

(1983) ties this advanced moral development to advanced
intellectual development.

While it may not be possible to

find agreement on this point, it might be asserted that
the advanced cognitive development facilitates the development of affective skills (Clark, 1983).
"A heightened self-awareness, feelings of being
different, perfectionism, unusual emotional depth, idealism and a keen sense of humour" (Clark, 1983:94) are
characteristics of many talented personalities.

These

people often possess a high level of self confidence.
Academic successes work to reinforce this feeling and may
result in both positive and negative consequences.
The child who feels so confidently can have a tendency to appear conceited to his classmates.

On the other

hand, this self confidence can result in very balanced
and productive behaviors which lead to numerous contributions and successes.
Another quality of talented learners is that they
tend to have unrealistic expectations of themselves.
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They develop these expectations because of the expectations that others have of them.

A student who is talented

often produces outstanding work when compared to others in
a regular program.

He may get the highest grades and

because of this, other students tend to expect such products consistently.

Over a period of time, the student

may become frustrated when he is not able to satisfy such
high expectations.

A fear of failing may prevent future

pursuits.
As in the regular population, the talented share
needs of learning to express themselves and to understand
their feelings.

Making sense of their emotional world is

a task for all children.
)

For some talented students, their

cognitive strengths can make this process somewhat more
complex.

They may have acquired more information about

emotions but lack the skills to process emotional content.
In any case, their academic aptitude often enables them to
respond constructively to problems of an emotional nature .
Because the talented are unique in how they think and
feel, their educational environment needs to reflect a
respect for their abilities.

Gold (1965:135) states that

"the regular school curriculum only barely approximates
the demands of either the greater learning capacity or the
anticipated social roles of gifted persons."

There is a

great need for the schools to make meaningful changes for
the talented.

Changes can occur in the content, the in-

struction, and the environment of the learner.
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Differentiating the Curriculum for the Gifted
A gifted program should allow for a variety of experiences and situations which are appropriate for gifted learners.

These experiences promote the continued

development of each participant's potential.

The goal

of differentiated programs for the gifted is to improve
their education and to prepare them for productive lives.
Considerations to be taken in creating appropriate
curriculum, teaching strategies, and student learning
materials include the following:

(Palette, 1982:15)

-emphasis on process and product rather than
content.
-emphasis on the developmental thinking process of early childhood.
-emphasis on productive thinking skil l s
( f luency, flexibility, originality, and
elaboration) .
-emphasis on critical thinking skills
(planning, forecasting, problem-solving,
decision-making, and evaluation).
-investigation of real problems and situations.
-emphasis on acquisition of skills for individual pursuits of knowledge.
These are the major components of differentiated curriculum for the talented.

These considerations result

from the previously mentioned characteristics of talented learners.
To this list can be added a concern for high content complexity (Sato, 1978).

Gifted students need to

be given opportunities for learning about and understanding concepts and ideas of greater complexity.

It

has already been mentioned that the gifted are developmentally more advanced than their agemates.

Their
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aptitude for understanding and remembering enables them
to have a readiness for more complicated structures.
Students in talented programs are able to understand the
concepts of conflict, risk-taking, justice, etc.

They

can go beyond remembering a definition of conflict.
They are able to analyze situations involving conflict
and to apply strategies for conflict resolution.

This

kind of curriculum, which differs in its emphasis on
conceptualizations and important ideas that are unable
to be understood by others of the same age, is appropriate
for the gifted (Gallagher, 1975).
Higher level thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation underlie much of the gifted curriculum (Davis and Rimm, 1985), but talented learners
also need to develop skills in the core subject areas.
To provide time for independent study, creative problem
solving, and original student products, curriculum
compacting (Renzulli, 1977) can be utilized.

This is

not to say that talented programs should not provide instruction in basic written and oral communication skills,
but rather they should do it in less time.

This frees

the student to pursue her own interests and studies.
Discussions which allow students to explore diverse
opinions and to participate in evaluative thinking are
highly recommended in programs for the talented (Gallagher,
1975).

Because these students are more ready to take risks

in their thinking, discussions with them reflect a much
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greater depth and understanding.
Creative involvement in the learning is critical in
gifted curriculum plans.

Situations designed to present

incompleteness while eliciting questions and creative
responses are stimulating for talented students.

The

gifted have an ability to delay closure (Clark, 1983)
which lends itself to creative thinking and production.
It is important not to omit affective education from
the curriculum in teaching models for the gifted.

Having

identified unique affective characteristics, it is necessary to respond to this need.

Students need to be

given opportunities through writing and discussion to
explore their emotional feelings and needs.
image of th~ program

The self

and the scho61 is considered an

important content area.

Experiences which enable stu-

dents to develop empathy and to explore their own values
need to be planned for and presented.

This can be done in

a variety of subject areas.
The reviewing of social issues, analyzing the behavior and motives of famous people, learning about the
difficulties of the handicapped, and emphasizing caring
values related to the self, can contribute to an affective
curriculum for the talented (Fantini, 1981).

Values

clarification exercises facilitate the development of
the talented student's affective identity.
Educational programs for the gifted need to be
differentiated to reflect qualitative differences.

Some
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of the same instructional strategies are the same and some
are different.

Goals for gathering knowledge and develop-

ing skills are similar (Clark, 1983).

The real differences

between programs for the gifted and the regular classroom
"focus on the components which _prOmote ind-e,penden t learning ,
problem-solving, creative production, higher level thinking, research, and affective development.

It is difficult

to visualize how these components or ingredients interact
in practice.

The following chapter elaborates on the

application of this research in the project model.

CHAPTER THREE
Developing a Language Arts Based Curriculum
For the Talented- Grade 6

Making meaningful adjustments for the talented in
the area of language arts is the focus of this discussion.

Components for the talented programs have been

identified, and there needs to be a process for putting
it all together.
The methods and procedures used by the writer in
establishing a program for talented students in the
Longview School District are transferable to other
districts.

The reader will need to note the process in-

volved in creating a curriculum because the content will
vary according to districts and grade levels.

It is

important that those who are involved in the production
of a talented program know the school, the community, and
the students to be served by the program.

In this way,

the program will evolve from the needs and interests
of those who will participate in it.
Generally, the program goals and objectives need
to be established at the onset.

These goals should re-

flect an understanding of the needs of talented -learners
as evidenced by the research and experiences of educators
of the gifted.

In establishing the goals and objectives,
18
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the much needed parameters which begin to define the progr am
are established .

The goals and objectives also dictate,

to some extent, the type of students to be served in the
program .

If a goal of a program is to promote athletic

excellence, then it is clear that athletically capable
students will be the prime participants.
After screening and selection procedures have been
adopted, the sequence of content and skills is determined.
This sequence should include a listing of subject matter
to be acquired and skills to be mastered.

In a language

arts program, basic skills in English, critical reading
skills, and literature skills would be identified.

Many

of these basic skills are those which will be "compacted"
)

as the students will learn and remember them fairly rapid ly.
Having identified the subjects and skills to be
taught, the difficult task of selecting concepts, creating units, selecting literature, and creating activities
for students begins.
The concepts selected should be broad so that
issues, themes, and problems can be related to them.
They should also be appropriate for the age of the students.

For example, a secondary teacher might have an

easier - time finding and creating materials to relate
the concept of injustice.

to

Certainly, the students' level

of development, both academic and social, will affect these
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considerations.
The broad concept will be the main idea to which the
learning experiences will relate.

A series of activities

needs more to hold them together than one broad concept .
For this reason, it is recommended that a unit focus be
established to integrate the course content .

This is

especially necessary when social studies is part of the
curriculum.

In the model that follows, this is the case.

Care should be taken to provide experiences in both
written and oral communication .

Activities should allow

for an expression of the students' interests and needs.
In depth learning of self-selected topics should be part
of the planned curriculum.
Materials used should maximize an emphasis on higher
level thinking skills, production, and research skills.
The teacher in a talented program will quickly learn that
materials need to be varied.

In reading, no single book

will satisfy the desires and abilities of the talented
reader.

Short stories, plays, and novels will need to

be selected which reflect both the unit focus and the
major concept .

The model provided will illustrate these

points.
The Longview School District's talented program for
students in grades 6,7, and 8 was created according to
the process outlined above .

Program goals and

objectives were written to reflect the middle school
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concerns for the talented. (Appendix A)

Screening and

selection procedures were already established by the
elementary program.

In short, the participants in the

middle school program were to be those students who had
been previously identified at the elementary level.

These

were students who had attained scores of 95% or better on
the CTBS tests in the areas of language arts, reading, and
math.

Although the middle school program does not concern

itself with math, the high math score tends to be an indicator of advanced abstract reasoning abilities which are
applicable in all areas of the curriculum.
Because students in grade 6 are assigned to a 3 period
language arts/social studies/reading block, it was decided
that the talented program would meet each day during this
scheduled time.

In this way, the student in the program

would receive instruction related to the regular student
learning objectives.

In addition, the PAT goals and ob-

jectives would be used to differentiate the curriculum.
The method of instruction, the environment, and the content
would be qualitatively different from the regular program.
The PAT class would be integrated into the total school
program.

Those

participating in the class would not get

more or less; they would simply get that which was most
appropriate to their educational needs.
The instruction in English, reading, and social
studies creates a framework for the sequence of content and
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skills.

Having decided the skills to be taught, con-

cepts were selected for the year's study.

Three major

concepts are used to focus the curriculum during the year.
Organization, conflict, and change are blocked out into
trimester learnings.

Within the first trimester, for

example, mini-units create the vehicle for relating the
English, reading, and social studies content.
students explore the nature of organization.

The
Patterns

of organization as found in the brain, governments, and
cultures are investigated.
is the focus.

The concept of organization

Students note the tendency in life to move

toward order and away from chaos.

Various methods of

organizing information, people, and resources are explored.
}

The mini-units which relate

the content for the in-

vestigation into organization are "The Brain", "Cultures",
and "Egypt- A Case Study".

Thought has been given to the

students' interests in determining the units.

The grade

level of the students was considered in selecting the major
concepts.
Students in grade 6 are entering a new system and
organization at the middle school level.
to be organized.

There is much

The study of the brain focuses on an

understanding of how the brain works.

While students are

researching and gathering primary and secondary information about the brain, they are involved in English and
reading skills related to the study.

In creative writing,
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for example, s t udents learn right brain techniques for
improving description.

In formal writing, they learn how

to organize information logically and sequentially (left
brain) in the process of writing paragraphs.

They learn

the organization patterns of the brain while studying
the organizational patterns in the writing process .
Social studies skills such as longitude and latitude,
scale, directions, and elements of the physical world, are
taught in the context of the organization of space.

Re-

search skills are taught and applied in the students' gathering of information about the brain.

In addition, the organ-

ization of the creative problem-solving method is presented.
Preparing students for the writing of objectives, a requirement of later independent studies, involves instruction in
Bloom's Taxonomy.

This is a furthur extension of organ-

ization: the cognitive domain.

A thinking skills program to

teach students the process of their thinking is begun in
this first mini-unit.
to reasoning .

It is a carefully organized approach

Again, the concept is organization.

The

unit has been assembled to provide information and to act
as a vehicle for the application of skills.
The literature component to the program involves the
teaching of the novel, The Acorn People.

In addition to

learning about the organization of the novel, ie. setting,
characters, conflict, plot, conflict, climax, and resolution, the students discuss the "dis-organization" of the
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mental and physical systems of the characters i n the book .
The play, "Donovan's Brain", deals with the ethics of brain
research.

This becomes a vehicle for a discussion based

on the students' feelings toward such research options.
This brings out the affective component .
In this model, basic skill instruction is compacted
during short and intens~ direct instruction periods.

The

students in the program do not need weeks of instruction
on run-on sentences.

They do need weeks of time to work

on their brain research, their creative writing products,
their strategic reasoning program, and their creative
problem-solving activities.

It is important to note that

student involvement and activities make up the majority
of this model.

The unique quality of this program lies

in the fact that the activities in each of the three
subject areas are united in the _c.o.nnnon unit and focus on
the greater concept.

It is this arrangement which allows

for both conventional skill-building and the higher level
thought processes of the talented.
In reviewing the project, the reader will note the
types of activities provided.

Suggestions have been

provided for appropriate creative writing activities,
problem-solving, literature projects, and independent
study.

Putting together ma-terials for the talented re-

quires creativity in design.
The task of putting together a language arts curric -
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ulum for talented students is difficult at best.

The

writing of goals and objectives and the establishment
of a selection procedure precede the identification of
concepts and the creation of units.

Given this process,

appropriate programs designed to provide instrucion for
the talented can be created.

The process itself involves

the analysis of student needs and the synthesizing of
a corresponding curriculum.

I

I
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Project

The following pages provide the reader with an
example of a language arts based curriculum model for
talented students in grade 6.

The materials and activi-

ties presented here all focus on the trimester concept
of organization.

English, reading, and social studies

subject areas are explored through the concept focus and
the unit content focus.

)

CONCF 'FOCUS- ORGANIZATION
ENGLISH
Organization of the Writing
Process: .Pre-writing
.Drafting
.Editing
.Publishing
Interest Inventory
IOREAN~E test for brain
dominance
.Collage interpretation of
concepts

Unit Content Foe

-

"The Brain"

SKILLS
.nouns/verbs/verb phrases
.fragments, run-ons
.interviewing
.note-taking
.pre-writing techniques
.clustering
.outlining for organization
.study skills- making a
task list and study
schedule

CREATIVE WRITING
.right brain helps
for description
.simile, metaphor,
personification,
hyperbole, onomatapoeia
.organizing a short
story-elements
11
Journey Through A
Piece of Fruit"

FORMAL WRITING
.paragraph organization
.org. principles according to STEPS essay
writing program
.general statementsspeci'fic details
.organizing ideas for
basic explanatory essa~
"How The Brain ·works 11

READING
SKILLS
.SLOs dictionary, context
clues
.denotation/connotation
.overview of story elements
setting, characters, conflict, rising action, climax, resolution

LITERATURE
.The Acorn People by Ron Jones- a novel
about mentally and physically handicappe<
children- the "dis-organization"of the
mental and physical systems
.Mini-projects for the novel
. "Donovan's Brain" A radio play
.Nonfiction selections on the brain:
"Your Two Brains" and "The Human Brain"

SKILLS
.The organization of space
map skills-longitude/latitude, scale, directions,
legends, continents, hemispheres
.time lines
.geography vocabulary
.research/interviewing re :
how the brain works

LEARNING PROJECT/SIMULATION
. Right Brain/Left Brain- an individual learning project
."Join" A group interaction game
dealing with organization

SOCIAL STUDIES

CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
Introduction to the
CPS 5 step process with
learning packet

INDEPENDENT STUDY
Introduction to Bloom's
Taxonomy and the organization of the cognitive

AFFECTIVE EDUCATION
Getting in touch with
intuition vs. intellect
Boundary Breakers

THINKING SKILLS
Begin Strategic
ReasoningThing-making N
'-A
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Interest Survey
Welcome!
It is really important that I get some information
about you and your interests very early in the vear. Please
complete this form to help this getting acquainted process.
Name

---------------Grade------------Age
---------birthdate- - - - - - - -Cascade Middle School
1.

If you could choose any subjects to take, which ones
would you choose?
1st choice

- - - - - - - - - - -2nd

3rd choice

-----------4th

choice

-------choice
--------

2.

Do you collect anything, like stamps, coins, seashells
etc.? List them:

3.

Where would you choose to go on a field trip?
your first, second, and third choices:
science museum
__hospital
concert

__newspaper

construction site

- -other

art fair
__computer
center

courtroom

television studio

List

__stage play

(specify
-

List

-------them.
--------

4.

Do you enjoy playing any games?

5.

Are you a member of any special group, club or team?

6.

Do you take lessons of any kind?

7.

What kinds of books would you enjoy reading?

8.

What is your favorite book?

9.

If you wrote a book, what would the title be?

List.

List them here.

----------------
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10. If you could invite any person you wanted, living or
not, to be a teacher in your class for one day, who
would it be?

----------------------

11. If you could go to the library one day and prepare
a report on any person, place, animal, or idea, what
would your report be about?
12. Columbus was an explorer who discovered a new world.
Thomas Edison was an inventor who invented a new kind
of light bulb. If you would like to explore or invent
something, draw and write about it.

13.

If you suddenly had to leave home, what three things
would be very important for you to take with you?

14. What is the most interesting place youhave ever visited?

15. What do you think your life will be like 15 years from
now?
16. What three TV programs do you enjoy watching the most?

17 . How do you like to learn? Make a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice.
by reading books
by watching other people do things
by listening to a recording
~-by watching movies or TV
~-by putting things together
~-by experimenting
by listening to a person talk
18. How do you prefer to work? Check one.
alone
in small groups
~-with a partner~-

in large classes

Welcome!

It is really important that I get some information about you and your

interests very early in the year.

Please complete this form to speed up our

getting acquainted process.

1.

Name

"a;

2.

Parent/Guardian's name__________________

_g ~
1. ...J

3.

Home phone

~

;t

----------------------------------------

Parent/Guardian work phone________________

a.:~
4.

Describe your hobbies and special interests.

5. Describe any special experience you have had because of your interests.

6.

What are your favorite subjects?

?.

If you had half a day each week free, how would you like to use it?

8.

If money were no problem, what career would you choose, why?

Why?
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9. If you were asked to hire a 6th grade PAT teacher, what qualities or characteristics
would you want that person to have?
be important.

Be specific and tell why the qualities· would

10.

What do you absolutely LOVE to do in school?

Why?

11.

What do you absolutely HATE to do in school?

Why?

12.

There are some things that teachers sometimes never find out about a student,
but it would be helpful for the teacher to understand. Take this time to
tell me if you think it is important that I know. I will keep this confidential.

lJ,

What are you looking forward to about this year in PAT at Cascade?
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Introductory Activity
Collage Interpretation of the Concepts- Organization
Conflict and Change
You will need collage materials such as newspapers, magazines,
and anything you think will "stick" to the 1Japer.
1.

Take a moment to think about the concepts organization,
conflict and change. What ideas come to you when you
think of them. You don't have to make a collage for
all three if you want to focus on only one concept or
idea. Jot down any thoughts or "pictures" that come into
your head.

2.

Start "visualizing" how you could make a picture of the
concept and what it means to you. I don't want to give
you many suggestions because I want it to be your own
creative product. If you need more direction- Consider
the concept of conflict. Maybe you think of war when
you think of conflict. Pictures which illustrate war
could be used.

3.

Gather the materials and pictures for your collage which
illustrate the concept you have selected.

4.

Put together a collage on construction paper. Select
your own size and colour. Be ready to share your interpretation with the entire group.

.

(f)RGAN ~ Z[D ()P

GET
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Make a Study Schedule!
Making a study schedule will help you get your work done in
the required amount of time. This will help you to get control
over your time,so that you can do what you want to do- when the
work is finished, of course!
Remember, you know yourself BEST. You know what activities you
have during the evenings and what you like to do during the
weekends. Some people like to get their homework done and out
of the way right after school. You need to establish priorities.
Know what is the most important thing to do when you are planning
your schedule.
Use the schedule below to trace your time for one week. This
will help you to see patterns in how your time is used and organized. During the next week, you will have an opportunity
to construct a schedule that will allow you to better budget your
time.
SUN
3pm
4pm

5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
12pm

PAT-6

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

1hin3s _[o_D_o_._._._._ _ _ __
"1

~

-

Mont/¢¥

Zt. Ji1%aov

3. WttJnestAov -

-

s. &;tJo~

-

1 Tues"4'J -

i l . MONdo,v 12- .Tue~aa.y

-

l~. Wtdntsao.t-

l5. f:r;,ky

-

l~.Monaa.y -

.,0.WttJr,esdAY -

20. F"r,' da. \J

-

PAT-6
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Communication Standards
WRITING:
1. All papers must be neat and legible.

2.

All sentences must start with capital letters.

J.

All sentences must end with correct punctuation.

4.

Sentence fragments and/or run-ons are not acceptable in your writing.

5. Do not use the word "got" in writing.

No Excuse List
SPELLING:
The no excuse list is posted at the front of the classroom. Words may appear and
disappear from this list as needed. Make your best effort to learn the correct
spelling of these words. Often times it is more a matter of knowing which word
to use rather than how to spell it (for example: there and their) •
• Mr. Holway
.a lot
,there
.all right

.loose
.receive
.their

.lose
.it's
couldn't

,heard
,they're
.simulation

SPEAKING:
The following are unacceptable in both written and spoken language.
1. ain't
2. "me and him"
(the misuse of subject and object pronouns)

SAVE THIS PAPER,AND KEEP IT IN YOUR NOTEBOOK!

~.
'

Figurative Language

WORKING WITH FIGURES
How would you like to do some work with figures - figures of
speech, that is? On the next page, we've drafted a short play that
puts four different figures of speech to use - if not abuse!
And just which figures of speech are these? None other than
simile, metaphor, hyperbole, and personification. Here's the lowdown on each one.
-Simile. A smilie is a comparsion using like or as.
EXAMPLE - After I had spent a summer in the sun,Iny skin felt as
rough as sandpaper.
-Metaphor. A metaphor is also a comparsion.
In the case of the
metaphor, however, the writer actually says that one thing is
another - without using the words like or as.
EXAMPLE - After I had spent a summer in th~sun, my skin became a
giant sheet of sandpaper.
-Hyperbole.
This figure of speech covers phrases that describe a
person or thing in an exaggerated way.
EXAMPLE - Beth's jokes made me laugh until my sides split. (This
is an exaggeration, since one's sides cannot split.)
-Personification.
This term applies to phrases that give human
or animal qualities to nonliving objects.
EXAMPLE - The blank page glared accusingly at the author.
(A
person or an animal can glare, but a page has no eyes.)
Now, do you think you've got those four figures of speech
straight? If so, take a look at the play on the next page.
Underline each figure of speech you find.
Then fill in the blank opposite the line containing the figure of speech with a S (simile),
an M (metaphor), an H (hyperbole), or a P (personification). The
fi rst answer has been filled in for you.
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Page 2
Working With Figures
CHARACTERS
Flo
Babs
Hilda
Ms. Marion, the Librarian

Narrator
Igor
Mort
Herb

NARRATOR: With their usual foresight and careful planning,
six students have rushed to the school library to start ESP
reports that are due the next day.
Overhead, the fluorescent
lights hum like mosquitos.
FLO:
My mind is an empty well. Where do we start?
IGOR:
Don't ask me. My brain is already snoring
HILDA: How are we going to write all about ESP in thirty minutes? That's the toughest assignment anyone ever had.
HERB: We'll all attack a different area - like an army of ants.
Then we'll share information.
BABS: Herbie, you've just had the world's brighest idea.
Let's get started.
MORT: All right, I ' l l take psychokinesis, the ability to move
objects with mental power.
I'm a real computer when it comes
to subjects like that one.
MS. M (approaching table):
Hold it down, please.
The noise
you make gallops through the whole room.
IGOR:
Ah, come on. I'm as quite as a sleeping mole
~M.: You, Igor? Even the books are laughing at that one.
FLO:
Hey, Ms. Marion, you're an encyclopedia.
What can you
tell us about psychokinesis?
MORT:
Yeah, you've got more facts than Heinz has beans.
Give us a shot of your wisdom.
HERB:
Right. 'Cause if you don't help us. we'll start acting
like a herd of elephants on a tim trampoline.
MS. M.: How would you like a demonstration of psychokinesis,
Herbie?
HERB (sarcastically): Ha!
That would be the greatest show
on Earth - if you could do it.
NARR:
Ms. Marion's eyes glow.
Suddenly Herbie, screaming
like a siren, floats out of the library toward the principal's
office.
How's that?
MS. M.:
HILDA: My eyes tell me it happened, but my brain says it didn't
BABS:
Ms. Marion, you're a fountain of surprises.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Figurative Language
Concept-Organization

MORE SIMILARITIES!
These questions will force you to make relationships that are
not readily apparent. This will help in your creating unique
and original responses I Good Luck.
1.

How is gravitation like eating hamburgers?

2.

How is a contour map like flying a kite?

3.

How is a constitutional amendment like a chemical reaction?

4.

How is an eclipse of the sun like a chocolate covered peanut?

5.

How is your name like you?

6.

What animal is like a loaf of bread?

7.

How is the sun like a mother?

8.

How poetry like the formation of a tornado?

9.

How is a connna like the abolition of slavery?

10. How is a triangle like the force of a magnet?
11. How is the Civil War like an ash tray?
12. How is frost like friendship?
13. How is a beaver chewing on a log like a typewriter?
14. How can a fire extinguisher give us ideas for solving
this problem?
15. How is a salt shaker like a telescope?
16. What is deeper, a hole or lonliness?

Why?

17. Which is quicker, a rare horse or gossip?
18. What animal is like a parachute?
19. What ideas can we get from biology to work on the problem
of lunchroom disturbances?
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Figurative Language
Concept- Organization
Writing Description
UNLIKELY ALIKES
In writing, we often use similes to describe things in
an exciting way for the reader. For example, we don't just
say that a character "threw up"; we might say that when he
threw up it was like a technicolor yawn! This adds excitement (yuck) to our writing.
To practice your outstanding abilities at creating
"alikes" or similes,we are going to work at similarities
and differences.
1.

Name things that seem wildly different. Then think of
ways in which they are really quite alike. Let them
surprise you with their similarities.
For example:
A city and an onion seem wildly different.
could they be alike?

Now, how

By thinking this way, you may hit upon some wildly creative
material to use as similes in your writing.
LET YOUR IMAGINATION AND CREATIVITY OUT OF ITS CAGE FOR
THIS ACTIVITY! !
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WRITING
SKILLSMASTER
Date-- - - - - - - - -

No. 8-A

Please note: Text on pages 47-51 was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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WRITING
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

SKILLSMASTER
No. 8-B
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English- Creative Writing/Map-making
JOURNEY THROUGH A PIECE OF FRUIT
You are about to begin a journey through a piece of
fruit. Sounds strange, doesn't it? You will need to
brainstorm the various regions of the fruit kingdom. After
you have selected the specific fruit through which you will
journey, you will need to make a detailed map of the fruit.
For this part of the assignment, please consider all of
the aspects of map-making with which you are familiar.
You can provide interior as well as exterior views in your
maps. Scale will need to be accurate. The fruit will
need to be actual size- only you will change. The details
as to how you "shrink" will be part of the conflict and
plot in your story. Your narrative of this fantastic
voyage must be at least 2 pages in length.
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PICK A WORLD--EXPERIMENT WITH FANTASY
(DESCRIPTIVE WRITING)
1.

Pick a world that appeals to you: for examplethe ocean
the world of machines
the woods
the sky
fabrics
toys
food
animals
sports
comic books
computers
video games
religion
clothes
..... the list is endless!

2.

Imagine yourself as a member of that world. What are you?
Specifically? Describe yourself in elaborate detail. Say
what you look like and feel like, and how you move. How are
you experiencing yourself and everything around you?

3.

Relax ..... zzzzzzzzzzz. Let your imagination go CRAZY(?) ...
What happens to you in your new world. Write freely and
quickly, in as much descriptive detail as possible, once
you have let your fantasy take over. Remember to apply
some of the pre-writing strategies you know.
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Are you bored with ·the conventional methods of publishing your
writing? Does paper get you down? Do your pens run out of ink
just when your pencil lead breaks? Then you need to explore
the fourth and final phase of the writing process- PUBLISH- in
some fun and unique ways. The following list will help you
out of your publishing rut.
1. mount it on a banner
2. etch it into clay (or plaster)
3. carve it on wood shapes
4. write it in fancy script
5. hang your writing on trees
6. turn your writing into a paper airplane and fly it
7. decoupage it
8. stitch it . onto fabric
9. make a puppet to recite your writing
10.mount it
11.mount it on cardboard and stand it on an easel
~12.create a dance to go along with it
r--...J 13.inscribe your writing on an old tee shirt
/
~ 14.write it in chalk on a sidewalk
. ~ 15.have it translated into a different language
\'-\...) 16.print it on large sheets of paper and wrap presents
with it
~ 17.tape it to a mirror
~- 18.frame it
( ~ 19.record it
~ 20.decorate a box with it
21.decorate a jar with it
22.preserve it under glass
. ,_) 23.share it with a senior citizen
~ 24.put it on your dad's supper plate
.V, 25.put it on a flag
26.make a mask that fits the writing and wear the mask
27.change it into a drama .... and film it
28.hang it from the venetian blinds
29.decorate the school halls
30.publish it in a class newspaper or the PTSA bulletin
31.hang it in store windows downtown

/
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Creative Writing
To help students understand the varying impacts words have,
use this strategy to convey the different power that specific
verbs have. The following list will get you started.
LOW POWER

MEDIUM POWER

HIGH POWER

ENCOURAGE

STIMULATE

INSPIRE

DAZE

STUN

PARALYZE

ANNOY

RANKLE

ENRAGE

PRY

MEDDLE

INTRUDE

POKE

STRIKE

CLOBBER

After students have had an opportunity to work with a variety
of words in this manner, invite them to supply their own list
of words with greater and lesser impacts. Invite your students
to complete the list below.
LOW POWER
)

MEDIUM POWER

HIGH POWER

LIKE
RACED
CHEER
LAUGHING
CHOKES

This approach can be used with adjectives and adverbs.
phrases instead of just single words.
(From Marilyn Schoeman Dow)

Use

;\..

~

\
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P~rsonal Vocabulary Program

Ev0.ryone should continue arldlnq worrls to his voc:at>ulnry. Tho1rnh it is noi !ll'n,··r.1llv
realized, this is one of the main functions of a qood educatinn. \.'lords are idei'ls.
If vou lack the words to express an idea, chances are you don 1 t fully understanrl it.
Your vocabulary won't continue to grow autornatical Ly as it did when you wr:>re a sm;,I I
chi Id. You must work out a definite program and stick to it.
Your can begin by becoming word conscious. The best source of words comes fro~ al/
around you, not out of a dictionary. Every day thousands of stranae words whiz hy
your ear, but you let them go without even realizing they were there. Look for ne~
words and pin them down. You can pick a dozen unfami I iar words from the front p;=,90
of your daily newspaper. Try it. Use a newspc=,ppr this week to pick 12 unfarni I iar words.
Learn to pronounce them. Write down the meanings and make a sentence with each word.
You can learn a dozen words durinq a one-hour lecture if you're alert. Try that, too.
As a student, there are two basic sources of useful words:
Reading: When you e~counter a new word in your reading, write it down. Try to
guess what it means from the way it's used in the sentence, or from its resemblancP
to another word. Don't look in a dictionary right away. Practice the habit of
'\thoughtfu I guessing."
Lectures: When you hear an~~ wnrd, write it down. Spel I it as best you can and
be sure to include the sentence it was used in so that later someone else can help you
figure out what is was.
If the situation permits, ask the speaker what the word means.
(You' 11 be surprised how often he won't be able to tel I you!)
After you have gathered an assortment of words from your surroundings, go through the
I ist and pick out those which you are apt to use. Not al I words are equally valuable
and it is possible to waste a great deal of time studying words you wi I I encountPr only
rarely. If you don't trust your judgment, your teacher would be glad to glance down
the I ist and make suggestions as to their relative worth.
Reme ber: A thine which l s not used is quickly foraotten.
· speec h and in your writing .

Us e your new wor ds In yo ur
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REFINING wo=~ MEANING

ENRICH YOUR VOCABULARY USAGE

Make is an overworked word.
Improve your vocabulary by
than make •henever it is possible. Below are sentences
substitutin~ another word for make. Read each sentence.
to use instead of make
Write that word in the sentence
use any word of yourc:hoice more than once in the entire
words.

using am ore exact word
which could be improved by
Think of a more exact word
abo~e the word make Do not
exercise. Do not change other

I.

The highway crew wi I I make a tunnel through Old Sage Mountain.

2.

The carpenter asked the lady to make a sketch of the bench she wanted.

3.

Most of the tax for schools comes from the mi I Is that make steel

4.

The conTractor decided to make the houses on Dock Street alike.

5.

There is just enough yarn left to make you a pair of socks for winter.

6.

WI I I you make one of )Our chocolate cakes for our school festival?

7.

If Carl continues practicing, he wil I ~ake an excellent drummer.

8.

The guards wi I I make trouble for anyone who attempts to scale the wal I.

9.

No one knew what to make of the news that the minister was leaving.

10.

If al I goes wel I, we should~ port at nine o'clock tomorrow morning.

I I.

Dad buys me that make of suit because It has double cuffs on the trousers.

12.

I make it my business to see that my aged neighbors have transportation.

13.

The pilot stated that the plane would ~ake 600 miles an hour on this trip.

14.

The sales clerk promised to make def ivery of the rug by Friday.

15.

Let us make an alternate date for the school picnic in case it rains.

16.

When we add this gift to the other donations, it wil I make

17.

The law wi I I make you put I ights on your bicycle If you ride at night.

18.

Make

19.

Butch finds it easy to make friends at summer camp.

20.

The factories on the river make al I kinds of plastic and metal toys.

21.

Father bought a large mansion which he wlll make Into four apartments

22.

Money was al lotted to make a bust of Carnegie to be put In the library.

23.

One member from each class wi I I make a short speech about his hobby.

24.

The lawyer urged his cl lent to make a wi I I with definite bequests.

25.

Beth was del lghted to make two dollars by babysitting

eighty dollars

a solution of vinegar and water to put on your sunburn.

WORD STUDY -

FOR STUDENT REFERENCE IN WRITING/VOCAB . DEVELOPMENT
~ s - ------ --~tQn_ym~------ -- ~a~----------- ---- -----·----~~-------------------Svnonyms
Anto_n~
Synon}plS
Anto~s
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1. BIG

l. WEE

2. HUGE

l.

2. PUNY
3. TINY

VAST

5. GIANT
6. GREAT

4.

5. LITTLE
6. MINUTE

7. IMMENSE

5.
6.

7. Dl~ARFED

8. MAMMOTH
9. MASSIVE ,
10. TITANIC

8. MINIATURE
9. DIMINUTIVE
10. MICROSCOPIC

11. COLOSSAL

NIGH

2. CLOSE
3 . HANDY

4. SMALL

. , . BUI.. KY

12. ENOOOUS
13. GIGANTIC

ANSWERS

7.
8.
9.

ADJACENT
TOUCHING
ADJOINING
BORDERING
CONTIGUOUS
NEIGHBORING

1. ADD

l. FAR
AWAY
ALOOF
APART
BEYOND
REMOTE
DISTANT
REMOVED
INACCESSIBLE

2. GROW

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

3 . RISE

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12 .
1 3.
14 .

11. INFINITESU~L

14. VOLUMINOUS

Page 4---- ----------- -- ----Synon~s
t\nton~~
1. FAIR
l~D
2. GOOD
2. FALSE
3. JUST
3. WRONG
4. TRUE
4. UNFAIR
5. EXACT
5. UNJUST
6. LEGAL
6. ILLEGAL
7. MORAL
7. IMMORAL
8. HONEST
8. IMPROPER
9. PROPER
9. MISTAKEN
10. CORRECT
10. DISHONEST
11. PRECISE
11. ERRONEOUS
12. ACCURATE
12. INCORRECT
13. SUITABLE
13. INACCURATE

~----------------AntOn}plS

~onyms
I.

GO

2. ACT

3. RUN
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

FLOW
PASS
ROLL
STIR
WALK
BUDGE
DRIFT
ADVANCE
GESTURE

1. HALT
2. HOLD
3. REST

4. STAY
5. STOP
6. AB IDE
7. PAUSE
8. STALL
9. STAND
10. STICK
11. REMAIN

Page 10 - - -- ------ - -Homonyms
l . AISl::E - ISLE
2. ALOUD - ALLOWED
3. ARK - ARC
4. ATE - EIGHT
5. BALL - BAWL
6. BEECH - BEACH
7. BERRY - BURY
8. CEILING - SEALING
9. CELL - SELL
10. CENT - SCENT
11. CITE - SIGHT
12. CYMBAL - SY~BOL
13. EWE - YOU
14. FEAT - FEET
FIR - FUR
J.
FLEA - FLEE
,17. HIM-HYMN
1 a: LONE - LOAN
19. OUR - HOUR
20. PAIL - PALr
21 . SUM - SOME
22. WRY - RYE

~-~-- --- - -- ---- ---- ---- ---~_!)_~~

1. DUSI<"

2. MURK
3. GLOOM
4 . NIGHT
5. SHADOW
6. DIMNESS
7. BLACKNESS
8 . OBSCURITY

Anton.J.!!)s
~WN
2. FIRE
3. GLOW
4. GLARE
5. LIGHT
6. DAYLIGHT
7. RADIANCE
8. SUNSHINE
9. BRILLIANCE
10. ILLUMINATION

P~e

RAISE
SWELL
WIDEN
EXPAND
EXTEND
SPREAD
AMPLIFY
AUGMENT
ENLARGE
MAGNI FY
MULTIPLY

1. EBB
2. ABATE
3. LOWER
4. LESSEN
5. NARROW
6. REDUCE
7 . SHRINK
B. CURTAIL
9 . DECLINE
10. DWINDLE
11. SLACKEN
12 . CONTRACT
13. DECREASE
14. DIMINISH

6------- -------------------

~ no~ms

~ri_t!),;Ql_mS

2. GLEE
3. BLISS

2. GLOOM
3. GRIEF
4. MISERY

1 . JOY

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

CHEER
GAIETY
DELIGHT
F~STASY
ELATION
RAPTURE
GLADNESS
PLEASURE
ENJOYMENT
REJOICING
JUBILATION
CONTENTMENT

l. WuE

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SORROW
SADNESS
DISTRESS
MOURNING
HEARTACHE
SUFFERING
BITTERNESS
DEPRESSION
DISCONTENT
MELANCHOLY
UNHAPPINESS

Page 9-----------------------Synonvms
An~
l . GAAN D
1.lJAAB~
2. NOBLE
2. DULL
3. REGAL
3. UGLY
4 . AUGUST
4. CHEAP
5. SUPERB
5. PLAIN
6. ELEGANT
6. COARSE
7. POMPOUS
7. COMMJN
8. RADIANT
8. DREARY
9 . SHINING
9. INFERIOR
10. GLORIOUS
10. MEDIOCRE
11. IMPOSING
11. ORDINARY
12 . MAJESTIC
12. COLORLESS
13. SPLENDID
13. LUSTERLESS
Page 11-- - ------- ------------------- l4. BRILLIANT
Homonyms
15. MARVELOUS
1. ALL - AWL .
16. WONDERFUL
2. BAIL - BAL E
3. BE.AR - BARE
p~~.l.f. --- --- ----- --- ----------- ---4. BEER - BIER
~5)~~~
1. FAIN1 - FEINT
19. SLOE - SLOW
5. D[ER - DEAR
2. FAIR - FARE
20. SLUE - SLEW
6. FLARE - FLA IR
3. FAIRY - FERRY
21. SOME - SUM
7. GREAT - GRATE
4. FLEW - FLUE
22. SORE - SOAR
8. HALE - HAIL
5. FRANC - FRANK
23. SOW - SEW
9. HEEL - HEAL
6. FRIAR - FRYER
24. TEA - TEE
10. HOLY - WHOLLY
7. GAIT - GATE
11. LEEK - LEAK
8. GUILD - GILD
12. MAIL - t-1ALE
9. HART - HEART
13. NEED - KNEAD
10. HARRY - HAIRY
14. PEEK - PEAK
11. PANE - PAIN
15. PEEL - PEAL
12. PROPHET - PROFIT
16. REEL - REAL
23: STEAL - STEEL 13. READ - REED
17. SAIL - SALE
14. RAIN - REIGN
24. TEEM - T~AM
18. SEEM - SEAM
15. ROOT - ROUTE
19. SEER - SEAR
25. TI ER - TEAR
16. SANE ._ SAIN
20. SEIZE - SEAS
26. WEAR - WARE
17. SHEAR - SHEER
21. SELLER - CELLAR
27. WEEK - WEAK
18. SI NE - SIGN
22. STAKE - STEAK

p ~ - - -- - ------ - ---------- -

Synonyms
1. IRATE
2. FIERCE
3. FUMING
4. RAGING
5. ENRAGED
6. FURIOUS
7. PROVOKED
8. WRATHFUL
9. INDIGNANT
10. IRRITATED

AntontMs
1. CAL
2. COOL
3. QUIET
4. RELAXED
5. COMPOSED
6 . PEACEFUL
7. TRANQUIL
8 . ,COLLECTED
9. UNRUFFLED
10. HARMONIOUS
11 . UNPERTURBED

/(61

WORDS USED INSTEAD OF "SAID"
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102 ACTION WORDS
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Formal Essay Writing- Organization
Integrated within the language arts curriculum is the instruction of formal essay writing. To facilitate the
teaching of organizational concepts, the STEPS Writing
Program is used. This program teaches the fundamentals of
basic essay writing in both literature and social studies
content areas. It is organized in such a way as to provide
learning experiences at the beginning, intermediate, and
advanced levels. For 6th grade, the beginning level is
used.
For the first trimester the concept focus is organization.
Students get experiences in formal writing which instruct
them HOW to organize their ideas. The basic explanatory
essay is taught first and reinforced through application in
the Right Brain/Left Brain essay. During the second half
of the trimester, the basic contrast essay is taught. This
is practiced and applied in literature comparison essays
in the analysis of the two novels, Walkabout and The Girl
1.fuo Owned A ~ity. The second trimester deals with the concept of conf ict. During this study, the students are instructed in the process of writing a basic problem-solving
essay. This forces them to formulate solutions to problems
on paper in a formal style. The last trimester which investigates the concept of change sets the stage for the
basic research essay which is applied by many in their independent study projects which consume about one third of
the instructional time during the third trimester.
The STEPS program has been very successful in giving students
a basic "recipe" approach to organizing. Although the essays
sometimes appear too formula oriented, for 6th graders it
seems most appropriate. There is much opportunity to tailor
lessons and learning experiences for those are more sophisticated in their style.

-

.

BASIC ESSAY

Overlay 4-4

Please note: Text on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Name
Grad_e_6..,..-P--.-A-.---T-.----,E-ng_l_i_·s_h____ _ ti
5
First Trimester 1984 - ORGANIZATION
(writing)

KEEP THIS IN YOUR N0'1EBOOK !

During this first trimester, as we explore the concept of ORGANIZATION, we will
learn how this applies to writing.

Learning organization will help in writing brief

compositions, essay examinations, and brief speeches.

We will spend a good deal of

time learning how to organize- the process of organization.
to think logically and to put our thoughts on paper.

We will be learning how

In working with students like

yourselves, I have found that students often have an inability to organize their
thoughts clearly.

WRITING ISN'T EASY.

IT IS WORK FOR EVERYONE!

rules for spelling, grammar, and usage, we become good editors.

If we master the
We can't ignore the

importance of these editorial skills, but these skills do not produce "good writers".
This year I am going to teach you how to organize your thoughts clearly in relationship
to your purpose for writing.

We are going to learn how to organize creative writing

such as short and long stories, poetry, plays, etc.

We are also going to learn how

to organize compositions or essays, speeches, and answers on tests.

WRITING IS A PROCESS.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU LEARN THE STEPS OF THE PROCESS.

We will often refer to the four steps of the writing process.

1.

1.

PRE-WRITE

2,

DRAFT

J,

EDIT

4.

PUBLISH

Pre-Writing-

When we begin this first ·step in the process, we jot down all of the

information or details which we gather from our minds or through research.
We will learn many techniques for doing this.
pre-writing.

Brainstorming ideas is part of

We also group and organize our ideas- sequence and arrange them

before we write.
2.

Draftingdraft,

You have all written a sloppy copy, a messy paper #1, or your rough

This is your first attempt to put your ideas into a readable form.

:.

p.2 Holway- ORGANIZATION
Your first and rough draft may not be beautiful.

(When you were developing

prior to your birth, you weren't "beautiful" either!)

The draft can be sloppy

and often contains errors in punctuation and spelling.

It is not a finished

product.

66

It is your attempt to expand your ideas into paragraphs the first time

around.

3,

Editing-

This is when it pays to know your spelling rules, grammar rules, and

usage rules!

The editor corrects errors and makes changes in the first draft.

This is the step in the process when you say to yourself,"Now, what do I want
to change in this story or essay?"
paragraphs, ideas, and words.

This is your chance to rearrange sentences,

You can cross out small words or entire paragraphs,

You can hunt for spelling errors and make the necessary corrections.

You are

making all the necessary changes before the final product goes into production.

4.

Publishing- This is the satisfying step in the process.
pull • it all together.

The time you spent generating the ideas and organizing

them into the first draft will pay off at this time.

)

You have worked hard to

The corrections which you

made when you edited your document make the finished product much better.
Publishing is giving birth to your creation.

The time you spent ORGANIZING shows!

ORGANIZATION: The Writing Process
1. Pre-Writing
67
------~------------------TECHNIQUES
Clustering
General Principles of Clustering

(p.

35 Writing The Natural Way, G.L. Rico)

To create a cluster, you begin with a nucleus word, circled, on a fresh page.
Now you simply let go and begin to flow with any current of connections that come
into your head.

Write down these rapidly, each in its own circle, radiating out-

ward from the center in any direction they want to go.
or phrase with a line to the preceding circle.

Connect each new word

When something new and different

strikes you, begin again at the central nucleus and radiate outward until those
associations are exhausted.
As you cluster, you may experience a sense of randomness or, if you a.re
somewhat skeptical, an uneasy sense that it isn't leading anywhere.

That is your

logical sign mind wanting to get into the act to let you know how foolish you are
being by not setting thoughts down in logical se~uence.
There is no right or wrong way to cluster.

Trust this natural process.

It is your DESIGN mind's shorthand

and it knows where it is headed, even if you don't.

Trust it.

It has a wisdom

of its own, shaping ends you can't really evaluate yet.
FOR EXAMPLE:

(/~b(f~
, d.Y ~:;/
r

r ,.. . ·-;/
~ ~

1

\

1

..

/ -( , , ,. r1,:, ..d.1..;
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.
fJGl( ( 0-))

J

..

·-

~

_

( fJ

( < ;:..:_

j

··-

..,. /

.,__-

'

.

l.

. ..

! .....~ ~,
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ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLE #1
General Statement=
for example:

GS

idea statement

The car is beautiful.

Specific Detail=
for example:

=

SD

=

concrete statement

The car is painted bright red.

There is a relationship between the idea statement anc the concrete statement.

Ide~

statements must be explained by specific detail statements(or concrete statements;.
This relationshiB is the logical pattern of all good expository writing.

ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLE #2
Enumerative General Statement= EGS = The thesis statement which states the
major idea or purpose of the essay and
also divides this idea. into seve:r'c:t.l

l)cil'

L~.

THESE PARTS ARE CALLED THE:
Bing
Bang
Bongo
FOR EXAMPLE:

My favorite sport is basketball because (BING) it has fast action,
because (BANG) it has high scoring, and because (BONGO) it requires
close teamwork."

It is important to provide at least one specific detail (SD) for each of the bing,
bang, and bongo !

: .J. ,";.

t,

ORGANIZATIONAL PRTNCIPLE #J
Essays must end clearly and firmly.
phrasing the main ideas of

The endin[ can consist merely of re-

the essay just written, usually in one long or,

perhaps, two shorter sentences.

This summary statement is also set off as

a paragraph even though it, too, is not fully developed.

These three principles will create a 5 paragraph essay that clearly states a
main idea three times and gives an explanation of each idea in a logical sequence.

)
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Your Two Brains
Assignment- Read the article in the Read Magazine on pages
5-7. (Volume 34, Number 4, October 1984)
- Do the activities on pages 8-13 .
- Complete "Your Two Brains" Critical Reading
exercise #1-8 on page 14.
- Answer the following on your own paper :
a. List three classroom activities not
mentioned in the article that seem
to demand left-brain skills over
right-brain skills . List three activities that rely more on the right
brain than on the left.
b.

*

Did turning the picture of Picasso upside down make copying it easier or
harder?

- - Complete the Brain Quiz below. Each question
should be answered with a yes or a no. The
section that has the greater number of yeses
indicates which side of the brain may be
dominant. If the number of yeses and noes is
about equal, though , both sides are probably
equally strong.

Right Brain
1. Do you tend to invent words for objects rather than
name the objects? (for example, whatchamacallit)
2. Can you do map work easily?
3. Can you recall events in terms of tastes and smells?
4. Do you like to write poems or make up stories?

*

5. Can you concentrate deeply but not always when you'd
like?
Left Brain
1. Do you learn new words easily?
2. Can you remember chronological events in history well?
3. Is your writing logical?
4. Can you force yourself to concentrate without becoming
bored?
5. Do you notice small problems quickly? (ie. missing buttons)

.
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Artwork reprinted from Dr-ow.:n,.on
Rifl,l Sidir of tM ~
: A Couru in
Enhaneinf Creaf.',.;,., and Mi.tic Confidoiu.. by Betty Edwanh. Publimed by J.P.
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Coi>Yri,bt O tm by Betty 'Edward,,

Quiz developed by D. J. Coulter. April 1979. Our.adapted version 19printed by
permisaion of The Idea Factory, • Junior High/Middle School publication.
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Left Brain/Right Brain
Unit Concept- Organization
The following are characteristics of the right and left
hemispheres of the brain. (Adapted from Your Stvle of
Learning and Thinking, Forms Band C by E,Paul Torrance,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602)
LEFT
-intellectual
-remembers names
-responds to verbal instructions
and explanations
-experiments systematically and
with control
-prefers solving problems by
breaking them down into parts
and then approaching the problem
sequentially, using logic.
-makes objective judgments, looks
at otherness
-planned and structured
-prefers talking and writing
-prefers multiple choice
tests
-controls feelings
-not good at interpreting
nonverbal conununication
-logical

RIGHT
-intuitive
-remembers faces
-responds to demonstrated,
illustrated or symbolic
instructions
-experiments randomly and
with less restraint
-prefers solving problems
by looking at the whole,
the configurations, then
approaching the problem
through patterns using
hunches
-makes subjective judgment
looks at sameness
-fluid and spontaneous
-prefers drawing and manipulating objects
-prefers open-ended
questions
-more free with feelings
-good at interpreting
body language
-intuitive

1.11 . 8 .

From Creative Behavior by Sidney J. Parnes, c. 1967 Charles Scribner's Sons

Please note: Text on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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LEARNING THROUGH INVOLVEMENT •

RIGHT BRAIN/
LEFT BRAIN
An individual learning project
demonstrating how to double thinking power
by using both hemispheres of the brain

Please note: Text on pages 81-97 was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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1.11.A.

From Creative Behavior by Sidney J. Parnes, c. 1967 Charles Scribner's Sons
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USING YOUR BRAINS
BOTHOFTHEM

.,4

Scholastic VOICE

USING YOUR BRAINS- BOTH OF THEM
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USING YOUR BRAINS,-BOTH OF THEM
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Assignment- The Acorn People
Mini-Project options.

Feel free to design your ownt

1.

Make a poster for the wall. It should be eye-appealing,
sell the book, and be on 24" X 36" paper.

2.

Using a tape recorder, produce a five-minute "radio
presentation" designed to inform the class about the
novel. Play the role of a book reviewer as you discuss
the merits and weaknesses of your book.

3.

Come dressed as one of the characters in the story.
Tell what it was like to have lived some of the experiences in the novel.

4.

Make a diorama of your favorite scene from the book.
Be sure to tell why you chose this scene and why this
scene is important to the story. Your presentation
should be about five minutes long.

Q)

Adapted from The A corn People by
Ron Jones. Copyright «> 1976 by Ron
Jones. Reprinted by permission of Bantam
· · . Books, Inc.
2

Scholastic SCOPE

Please note: Text on pages 106-133 was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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PRIME TIME MAPS
by
Jerry Aten

illustrated by Van•••• Filkins
cover by Vane ... FIikins

Copyright© Good Apple, Inc., 1983
ISBN # 0-86653-1 08-4
Printing # 98765432
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Map-making Skills
Concept-Organization
Creativity with longitude and latitude
For this activity you will need to get a piece of graph
paper. Place the graph paper on your desk with the long
(12") side nearest you.
Beginning with the line after the
first complete square from the top, count down 19 lines .
Label this line 0. It will be the equator. Mark this
on both sides of the paper.
Beginning with the line after the first complete
square from the left side of the paper, count 23 lines.
Label this line O. It wil 1 be the Prime Meridian. t fark
this line at both the top and bottom of the paper.
Each line will equal 5 degrees, ie. 5, 10, 15 etc.
in both directions from both lines you have marked. Number
the lines, not the squares.
Now that you have done this you are ready to begin.
Place a dot at each point where the lines given meet and
draw a line to each successive point. You will have a
picture (of what??) when you are through.
1

)

1.

25N, lOOW ,

14.

85N, 20E

27.

SN , SW

2.

lON, 95W

15.

85N, 35E

28.

35S, SW

3.

60N, lOW

16.

70N, 35E

29.

SN, 95W

4.

70N, lOW

17.

70N, 25E

30.

SN, 105W

5.

70N, SW

18.

45N, 25E

31.

lON, 105W

6.

lON, SW

19.

30N, 60E

32.

25N, lOOW

7.

lON, lOE

20 .

0,

8.

70N, lOE

21.

lOS, 30E

9.

lON, SE

22.

45S, 30E

10. SON, SE

23.

55S, 25E

11. SON, 0

24.

60S, 20E

-12. 75N, 0

25.

65S, lOE

26.

SN, lOE

13. 75N, 20E

60E

135
Geography Terms
Concept- Organization

)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26 .

continent
country
hemisphere
nation
county
state
city
plain
plateau
fjord
land forms
elevation
equator
capital
border
Arctic Circle
rain forest
region
steppe
taiga
tundra
legend
scale
longitude
latitude
symbol

138

)
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Assignment- Visualization/Mapmaking
Read the description below and complete the sketch. Certain
details have been inserted as an aid in spacing. Trace the
route the visitors took. Use arrows. Use your brain to
visualize the area and then organize the space with the use
of a map.
The Floating Hotel
We had just an hour before the cruise ship would sail.
We hurried up the gangplank to the Promenade Deck and
handed our visitors' cards to the steward. We went
straight ahead into a wide foyer. Centered on the right
side of this was an elevator shaft flanked by a stairway
and a passageway on each side.
We turned right, passing a Western Union office and a
drug store. We entered the shelf-lined library which had
a writing alcove backed to the stairwell. The library
appeared comfortable and well-stocked.
Continuing forward, we came to a glass-enclosed observation lounge. A half-moon refreshment bar spanned the
space between the library doors. Narrow tables with chairs
were set perpendicularly to the windows.
We reentered the library through the far door and
headed towards the foyer. To the right of the passageway were a beauty shop and a haberdashery, and a barber
shop.
We passed through a door in the far wall of the foyer
and into a spacious theater. This extended the full width
of the ship's interior and was shaped like an inverted
teacup. The two aisles were continuations of the passageways that bordered the foyer. The seats in the side sections were in line with those in the center but were arranged
in rows of decreasing lengths to adjust to the tapering
walls of the theater. The front of the room was as wide
as the space between the aisles and was occupied by the
stage and two flanking dressing rooms.
Beyond the theater was a music room with a low, orchestra
platform built along the wall backing the theater's stage.
A large strip of hardwood floor provided space for dancing
and covered much of the room. Long sofas lined the walls.
Aft of this was a spacious open deck with markings
for various deck games. Far to the stern was a rectangular
pool, lighted from the bottom.
We noticed that we had just twenty minutes left. We
decided to use this time for at least one lap of the deck
which rinnned this floating hotel that was almost three
times the length of a football field.
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Group Activity- Organization
Join- A Game for a Change
Join is a group-process exercise designed to highlight
cooperative and competitive behaviors. Working silently,
group members attempt to coordinate their actions in order
to form eight congruent squares from the puzzle parts
distributed among them.
The game can be helpful to any group that wishes to better
understand its dynamics- a work team, a school group, a
committee, etc.
This game can be successfully used to experience the concept
of organizing for the accomplishment of tasks. Because the
students are not able to talk, their ability to organize
themselves is dependent on their nonverbal cooperative behaviors.

)

This activity is available from Creative Learning Systems, Inc .
936 C Street
San Diego, California 92101
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Assignment- Cultures
Concept-Organization
The following are required readings for our investigation
into cultures:

TEXT :

Man's Changing Cultures
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
New York, New York, 1972

Chapter One

Survival and Status

p. 4-27

Chapter Two

Tools and Change

p. 28-51

Chapter Three

When Cultures Meet

p. 52-75

The following vocabulary words should be understood through
the readings:
Aborigine

clans

survival

level of adaptation

adaptation

cultural borrowing

hunters/gatherers

tenants

level of culture

extended family

technology

culture

social structure

roles•

belief system
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Generalizations- Cultures
Concept- Organization

)

1.

People invent technology, social organization, and
belief systems as ways of adapting to their environment.

2.

The type of environment to which a people must adapt
may limit the culture they invent.

3.

One measure of adaptation is the amount of control
people have over their environment.

4.

In environments rich in natural resour~es, cultures
may expand and develop more complex levels.

5.

Surplus food and ways to preserve it allow larger
groups to live in one place all the year around.

6.

When basic needs are easily met, surplus goods may also
be used as signs of wealth and status.
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Assignment- Cultures
CLASSIFY
1.

Classify each food you ate at your last full meal.
Classify each food according to two categories :
regional (grown in your own state) or non-regional
(grown in another area of the country or world).
You should also note whether each food is seasonal
or not. If not, was it canned, frozen, or what?

2.

Take one item of clothing you are wearing. Note
what it is made of. Record whether or not it is
made nearby, and where the material comes from.

3.

Classify five objects, such as a bicycle or radio
that you prize. Which objects are found only in your
region of the country?

4.

Find out where your belief system came from- where did
it begin? How is related to where you now live?
Would moving 1,000 miles away cause you to change your
belief system?
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Concept- Organization
Laws are created to keep people organized!
opportunity to write your own laws.

This is your

You are an alien creature who has taken control
of the Earth. You have UNLIMITED power, but you
are a good creature who sincerely wants the best
possible world for all Earthlings.
Write down the first 5 laws that you would set
up to govern the way humans run things. You
will need to have reasons or a rationale for
the laws you establish.
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Introduction to the concept of simulations-"The Wave''
"The Wave" is based on an unusual experiment conducted by a
high school teacher named Ron Jones, in April 1969, with his
Palo Alto (California) history students. · Jones had been
teaching a unit on Nazism and felt that if his students
could feel the power of Nazi discipline, they would more clearly grasp how the Third Reich came to be. The story of his
experiment- originally called the Third Wave- was first printed in a book called No Substitute For Madness (Island Press)
It was reenacted in an ABC-TV teleplay.
One of Jones' most fascinating discoveries was that students
showed an instinctive appreciation for discipline. It
caused Jones to wonder if uniformity were not a natural
human desire. This realization shocked Jones, since he himself was a product of the 60's - open classrooms and selfdirected learning had top billing.
Still, Jones could not deny that once students began
practicing the new behavior code, learning improved.
Students responded quicker and better, their attention spans
increased, and class participation swelled.to 100 percent.
This was a vast improvement over the typical four or five
"good" students.
By the end of four days, students throughout the school
became interested in the experiment. As in the teleplay,
students saluted and waved banners, while membership cards
and pamphlets were issued all around. Jones found himself
acting more and more dictatorial in response. Although that
concerned him, the students' attitudes worried him even more.
Some students had already allowed the Third Wave to become
the entire focus of their existence- especially students who
had never excelled either academically or athletically.
Jones was faced with a dilemma: How could he tell them,
"It's just a game"? Jones knew too well that these students
were behaving in a rather odd way for the sake of the Third
Wave- making themselves vulnerable targets for ridicule
by the entire student body. Over and over Jones wrestled
with the problem , often wondering himself if it really was
"just a game".
Finally, after five days and a membership that rose to 200
students, Jones knew that the Third Wave must end. He
called for a student rally and presented a creative "reality
awakening" for all involved.
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The videotape of the teleplay provides an excellent introduction to the use of classroom simulations. The students
are able to see how students assume roles, identities, phil osophies, etc. which may not be theirs, but which are necessary for the simulation. Viewers also get a very good look
at how students involved in a simulation can lose sight of
the learning experience by becoming too involved. For
participants in the program who have never experienced a
classroom simulation,"The Wave" provides a vicarious experience.
It is important to "debrief" the viewing of the videotape
to check students' understanding of the entire process. The
following questions can be used for discussion following the
tape.
NOTE: In October of 1981, Read Magazine printed a play version
of the teleplay's script. Students may want to read the play
orally if the videotape is not available.
Discussion Questions-"The Wave"

1.

What do you think made the Wave so popular? Do students
like teachers who make all the decisions for them?

2.

What was Mr. Ross's reason for starting the Wave? What
are the similarities between his movement and the early
stages of Nazism? Does Mr. Ross have a right to teach
a lesson like that?

3.

Why did the Wave appeal to David? to Robert? Why didn't
the Wave appeal to Laurie?

4.

Why does Mrs. Saunders fear the Wave?

5.

What changes occur in Mr. Ross's personality as a result
of the Wave? How does the Wave itself change? Does
it become more militaristic?

6.

What good things happened as a result of the Wave?

7.

Will any of these changes last?

8.

What bad things occurred because of the Wave?

9.

Do you think Mr. Ross will be able to carry out future
"simulations" in his class?

10. What do you think is the greatest value of the classroom
simulation?
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Simulation- Cultures
Concept-Organization __ __ ________ _______ ___ __ ________________ _
DIG:
A simulation of the archaeological reconstruction of a
vanished civilization .by Jerry Lipetzky, Interact Company,
Lakeside, California, 1Y69 .
This simulation has been used very successfully in the 6th
grade P.A.T . class in studying cultures. The classroom becomes an archaeological lab and students get first hand
experiences concerning the job of an archaeologist. Because students create their own cultures, they become very
aware of what goes into the creation of a culture and the
various universals which are unique to each culture.
CONCEPTS:
1. All people, past and present, have shaped their beliefs
and behavior in the face of universal human problems and
needs.
2. The various elements of any culture are interrelated
and cannot be understood without examining the culture
as a whole.
3. The culture of any society is constantly changing and,
a change in one element will effect changes in other
elements.
4. It is difficult to examine and interpret cultures different from your own.
5. Art reflects the ideas and moods of a culture.
6. Individual effort and group success are closely interrelated.
PROCEDURE:
During this simulation, students use their imagination to
determine the background and themes of a hypothetical culture.
I have had students create primitive cultures, although one
could place their culture in the future or the present time.
Students, working in groups, articulate their culture's geographic setting , a physical description of the people, and
any historical phases the culture has experienced. Themes
which involve values, ethics, and symbols are created.
Students then create artifacts which represent each of
the cultural universals. Instead of burying the artifacts
for another group to unearth, I have them construct a map of
their cultures habitat. This reinforces map skills which have
been taught and eliminates the need to dig up the football
field! Students determine the coordinates on the map for the
burial of each artifact. After exchanging maps, the groups
make intelligent guesses (based on geographical clues) as to
where the artifacts might be buried. If they provide the
correct coordinates, they get that artifact. They are then
faced with the task of reconstructing knowledge about the culture. After a period of investigation and interpretation, the
groups make presentations to the class on their findings.
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Creative Problem-Solying
Concept-Organization
"Cultures"
Here's the problem: You are a Swiss manufacturer producing
inexpensive ($24-40.00) and medium priced ($100.+) watches.
Due to import duties placed on your product by foreign governments, you have decided that you would like to open up a new
factory in some foreign country. For a variety of reasons,
you have narrowed your choice to 5 countries- USA, India, Brazil,
Israel and the Republic of South Africa.
1.

List the many factors- both natural and human resourcesthat you must investigate before you decide where to build
your factor.

2.

What advantages would there be for your company in the
country of your choice?

3.

What disadvantages or problems would you think that you would
find in the country of your choice?

4.

What advantages would there be for your company if you decided
to locate in the other countries listed?

5.

What disadvantages would there be in the other countries
listed?

6.

Which country have you chosen in which to locate?

7.

Where in the country will you locate?

8.

Would your overall decision regarding selection of the
country have been the same for the following industries?

INDUSTRY
steel
winemaking
textiles
perfume
chemicals
toys
2s· foot sailboats

ANSWER

WHY

Why?

CHOICE
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The Girl Who Owned~ -G-ity
Plot Curve

Resolution-

PLOT

I

I

CharactersSetting-
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Discussion/Study Questions- The Girl Who Owned~ City

)

1.

How do the lines on the title page of Part One relate to
the novel?

2.

Why does the author have Lisa finding and reading letters at
the beginning of the story?

3.

If Lisa could turn back the hands of time, what might she be
more appreciative of?

4.

What is the significance of Lisa's stories which she tells
to her brother Todd?

5.

At the beginning, Lisa constantly wondered. "'What will become
of us?" Why does she gradually become less concerned with
that question?

6.

Explain how the author compares animals to people.
the reason for this comparison?

7.

Lisa becomes more adultlike in the course of the novel.
are some reasons for this growing maturity?

8.

What does Lisa mean when she says that, "true, the old civilization had disappeared, but it had left many clues." p. 40

9.

Give some examples from the novel which illustrate the theory
that it is important to think when you are in a catastrophic
situation.

What is
What

10. What did the automobile symbolize in the novel?
11. How does Lisa's ability to organize people help in her attempts
to survive?
12. Why do you think that the author makes little or no mention of
the burial of the adult corpses?
13. Provide examples of Lisa finding or inventing something that
had been previously invented by the now absent adults.
14. It might be stated that the best defense is an organized
system of defense. Agree or disagree with the statement
according to your interpretation of the novel.
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Assignment- The Girl Who Owned~ City
Name

Date- - - - - - - - - - - -

1.

List 5 qualities Lisa possesses which you admire and
explain why you admire them.

2.

List 3 character weaknesses the person possessed.

3.

Name 3 obstacles or hardships the subject had to overcome.

4.

What person or event contributed the most to this person's
success? Support your reasoning with evidence from the story.

5.

If you were able to meet this person, what 3 questions
would you ask? Using quotation marks, write the exact
sentences you would say.
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Assignment- The Girl Who Owned~ City
Answer all of these questions on your own piece of notebook
paper. Remember to begin your answers with a general statement
which restates each question. This should be followed by supporting details, explanations, and a summary statement.
1.

In what point of view is the novel written. Identify it
and support your answer with quotes and explanations from
the book.

2.

Find examples of direct characterization in the novel . Cite
these examples and explain how and why they are examples of
direct characterization.

3.

Explain what you think the climax of the novel is, and give
reasons for your decision.

4.

How does this novel relate to the concept of organization?
Be sure to explain first what the concept of organization
means, and then relate the novel to this.
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Assignment- The Girl Who Owned~ City
On your own paper, write well-constructed, complete sentences
and paragraphs to answer the following questions.

1.

What is the difference between first person point of view
and third person point of view? You may want to include a
discussion of omniscient and limited points of view. Provide examples from the novel .

2.

Tell what point of view the following paragraph is written
in and explain why you have decided such .
The Grand Avenue Militia wanted to share the credit.
Before long, they were inventing new versions of the
victory. The defense system they had slaved for was
now the real hero. "It worked!" they shouted. "Our
defense plan worked . "
The Children were proud and more confident now.
"Let them imagine it as they please," Lisa calculated. "Maybe next time the memory will feea their
bravery."
She knew that there would be a next time, but
she was certain also that victory would not be a
matter of luck- no, not next time!

3.

The whole experience which Lisa finds herself in is one which
causes her to be an adult. This is her entry into adulthood.
Explain.

4.

One measure of adaptation is the amount of control people
have over their environment. Use the novel to explain this
cultural generalization .

5.

According to your interpretation of the author's messagewhat do you think the main idea of the novel is? Provide
proof from the novel.

6.

Evaluate Lisa's performance. What did she do well?
could have been improved? Be specific.

Proofread your answers, and check for common errors .

1fuat
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Quiz- The Girl Who Owned~ City
True/False- Please write the letter Tor F before each statement.
1.

2.

At the beginning of Girl, Lisa thinks back to a week before
-when she was sitting in her 8th grade social studies class
without any reason to believe that her life would ever change.
Girl takes place in a small town in California.

3.

Lisa spent a great deal of time at the beginning of the novel
-crying,for she though that would be something to make her feel
better about her problems .

4.

"She was much more confident in herself now and in their
-ability to survive." The above statement is an example of
a first person narrative.

5.

Todd and Lisa had to stay in at night because the plague
-had increased the bat population and they would attack them
if they went out .

6.

In their search for food and resources, Todd and Lisa seemed
-incredibly incompetent.

7.

One could make a strong case for the climax of the novel to
-be that point at which Lisa is "dethroned" from her castle.

8.

Asserting her authority over the other children allowed
-Lisa to gain power.

9.

It would seem that the author of Girl places little confidence
-in children and their ability to survive.

10_._Lisa was a take-charge type of person. It was because of her
desire to "rebuilt civilization" that the group of children
survived.
11. In a story written in the 3rd person omniscient point of view,
-the author reveals what the characters think and feel .
12. A narrative which is written in the limited omniscient point
-of view does not allow the reader to know what any of the
characters think or feel.
13 . Conflict which involves a tidal wave destroying a population
-would be an example of people vs. the unknown.
14. The resolution is that part in a story which is the high
-point in the action. During this time you know that the story
is about to end, but you are not sure how.
15 . The novel is written in the first person point of view .

A
.

a retelling of the book by 0. T. Nelson
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'

20.

How does Mary's attitude change in the course of the novel?

21.

What do you consider to be the turning point or climax in
the novel?

22.

Explain the disadvantages for Mary and the Aborigine NOT
sharing the same language.

23.

What do the drawings in the clay symbolize?

24.

Peter felt that what he had seen and felt and learned would
be remembered for the rest of his life. What do you think
he has learned,and how will this affect his life?
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Assignment- Walkabout
1.

What is the purpose of the exposition in a novel?

2.

What usually happens during the resolution in a novel?

3.

What is the fancy or literate term for resolution?

4.

What happens during the complication in a novel?

5.

Give an example of a conflict of values in Walkabout .
Explain what the conflict is.

6.

How is Walkabout a journey into adulthood?

7.

Without help from others, Mary would not have made it.
Agree or disagree with the statement and explain.

8.

What would you want to ask Mary if you could meet her?

9.

What would have happened to Peter if Mary had died?
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Assignment- Walkabout
1.

How does Mary's attitude change in the course of the novel?
Provide both explanations and examples.

2.

Imagine that you are Mary (difficult., I know) and you are
writing a letter to your brother Peter. It has been ten
years since you were both stranded in the Australian desert.
What will you tell him are the most important and vivid
memories and learning experiences you still remember from
your "walkabout"? Answer this in the form of a friendly
letter.

3.

Write a brief paragraph describing how you think Lisa would
have reacted to the conflict in Walkabout.

4.

You have been asked to rate the survival abilities of Mary .
Establish the set of criteria which you will use for your
evaluation. Give Mary a grade (A-F) for each criterion.
Provide an explanation or rationale for your evaluation.
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Vocabulary Development
Walkabout
The following words can be found on the page in the parentheses.
Please identify the part of speech and the definition as it is
used in the context of the novel.
1.

rivulet (12)

24. devoid (85)

2.

anemic (14)

25. autosuggestion (93)

3.

opaqueness (17)

26. euthanasia (93)

4.

impulsively (19)

27. propensity

5.

conscious (20)

28. paroxysms (99)

6.

reconnoitering (21)

29. tempestuous (105)

7.

luxuriant (29)

30. incomprehensible (106)

8.

ambrosia (36)

31. lethargy (111)

9.

cache (36)

10. ebony (37)
11. inquisitive (41)
12. stratum (41)
13. evolution (41)
14. mechanization (42)
15. nullified (42)
16. appraisal (43)
17. methodically (43)
18. scrutiny (43)
19. calamity (43)
20. vehemence (44)
21. loquacious (46)
22. preordained (75)
23. monotonous (85)

(93)
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Vocabulary Development
Walkabout
Match the word and the definition by placing the letter of
the definition next to the number of the word. ·
1.

euthanasia

2.

devoid

3.

loquacious

4.

methodically

5.

stratum

6.

inquisitive

7.

cache

8.

luxuriant

9.

reconnoitering

10.

impulsively

11.

lethargy

12.

propensity

13.

vehemence

14.

ambrosia

15.

anemic

16.

nullified

17.

appraisal

18.

incomprehensible

19.

scrutiny

20.

rivulet

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
0.
P.

Q.

R.
S.
T.
U.
V.

weak
a small stream of water
a store of provisions such
as food
to make inoperative or useless
a valuation
talkative
lacking in variety
painless death
a tendency to do something
not able to be comprehended
sleepiness or drowsiness
close examination
layer or level
questioning
empty
systematically
abundant in growth
to inspect or observe
momentarily/quick action
violence
food of the gods
blackness
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Walkabout and The Girl Who Owned~ City
Comparing the Novels
1.

Explain how Walkabout can be viewed as a journey into adult hood.

2.

Who was the better survivor? Mary or Lisa? In your explanation,
provide the criteria you used to evaluate their skills relative to survival.

3.

Identify two similarities in Lisa and Mary's situation and
explain them.

4.

"Coddled in babyhood, psychoanalyzed in childhood, nourished
on predigested patent foods, provided with continuous pushbutton entertainment, the basic realities of life were something they'd never had to face."
Explain how this quote describes both Lisa and Mary's lives .

5.

How do you think Mary will be "different" (changed) when she
returns to America?

6.

How do you think Lisa would have reacted to the Aborigine, if
we could switch the characters?
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SKILLS
.conjunctions
.dependent clauses
.comparative/superlative
forms
.capitalization rules

CREATIVE WRITING
. The historical
play- the writing
and production of
an Egyptian play

FORMAL WRITING
.Mini-research investigative essay
as taught in STEPS
and the content is
Ancient Egypt

READING
SKILLS
.SLO-relationships,
classifying
.main idea in non
fiction selections

LITERATURE
."Horus The Avenger" An Egyptian myth which
deals with the organization of the Ancient
Egyptian religion and the family of the
gods .
. "The Golden Sandal"- An Egyptian legend

SKILLS
.application of library
research skills using
social studies research
.forms of governments
.inferring from art and
artifacts
.building a vocabulary of
Ancient Egypt

LEARNING PROJECT/SIMULATION
.Mummy's Message- A simulation of an expedition into the tomb of a pharaoh

SOCIAL STUDIES

CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
Application of CPS model
Nile/Cowlitz Flooding
problem

INDEPENDENT STUDY
Application of IS
process in mini-I.S.
project

AFFECTIVE EDUCATION
D1scuss1on on perfectionism as it relates to school projects

THINKING SKILLS
Strategic Reasoning-structure
analysis
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Egypt- Organization
Recommended Resources:
1.

The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt
(student text)
By Elizabeth Payne
Random House Publishing Company, New York
1964

2.

The Phramids
By Jon Weeks
Cambridge University Press, London
1971

3.

National Geographic
"Egypt Her Dazzling Past" p. 293
Volume 151, Number 3, March 1977

4.

National Geographic
"Abu Simbel's Ancient Temples Reborn"
Volume 134, Number 5, May 1969

(student text)

p. 724

5.

National Geographic
"Computer Helps Scholars Re-create An Egyptian Temple" p. 634
Volume 138, Number 5, November 1970

6.

The Secret Power of Pyramids
~Bill Schul and Ed Pettit
Fawcett Publishing Company, New York
1975

7.

Egypt: Activities and Projects
By Josie Farnay ancf"claude Soleillant
Sterling Publishing Company, New York
1978

8.

Ancient Egypt- A full color transparency book
By Robert Byrne
Milliken Publishing Company, St. Louis
1969

9.

Mummies
by James Hamilton-Paterson and Carol Andrews
Penguin Books, New York
1978

10. Tutankhamun in the Classroom, Teacher's Handbook
by Carol Fineberg and Renata Karlin
Exxon Corporation
1977
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Simulation- Egypt
ConceEt - Organization ____ · ----- -- ------ - -- - ---------- - - -- -- Mummy's Message:
A simulation of an archaeological expedition into one of man's
most mysterious creations, the pyramid .by Tony Maggio,
Interact Company, Lakeside, California, 1978.
Mummy's Message simulates an archaeological expedition into
one of man's most mysterious creations, the pytramid. For
centuries the human race has marveled at this architectural
accomplishment. Perhaps no other structure since the dawn
of man creates so much excitement and curiosity as does
the pyramid and its contents. Bes i des exposing your students
to facts about Ancient Egyptian culture, this simulation
allows each of your students to experience the thrills and
frustrations of an archaeological expedition into a pyramid.
Students will also become involved in performing certain
archaeological skills. Every attempt has been made to make
each experience encountered by the students as authentic
as the creator of the simulation has researched . Throughout involvement in this simulation, the students will realize that a study of an ancient people can be both an interesting and exciting adventure into learning. By the end
of the simulation, your students should be able do the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13.
14.

Identify some of the major geographical features and
regions of Ancient Egypt.
Explain that the natural environment of an area definitely affects the progress of a people.
Explain why Ancient Egypt was referred to as "The Gift
of the Nile".
Explain how man's quest to fulfill his basic needs eventually led to the formation of civilizations .
Explain the significance of the discovery of the Rosetta Stone to the study of Ancient Egypt.
State that the Nile River greatly influenced the history
of Ancient Egypt.
Explain the role of the pharaoh in Ancient Egyptian
society.
State some of the beliefs of the Ancient Egyptian
society.
Explain the process of mummification.
Explain the features of the Ancient Egyptian government.
Hypothesize about how natural factors affected the history
of Ancient Egypt.
Evaluate the significance of writing as it applies to the
progress of a people.
Compare and contrast some of the customs of Ancient Egypt
and the United States .
Utilize decision-making skills.
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15. Become aware of the important role ancient civilizations
played in regard to their contributions to today's world.
16. Recognize each person's contribution to the group.
17. Recognize the importance of cooperation and organization
among group members when working toward a common goal .
18. Appreciate the Ancient Egyptian culture and its contributions to our world.
19. Become aware of an appreciate the work of archaeologists.

PROCEDURE:
During this simulation, students experience the excitement, surprise, and fears archaeologists encounter while
exploring a pyramid. They answer questions about Ancient
Egypt and perform archaeological skills such as finding,
piecing together, and translating a hieroglyphic tablet
containing a message left by a pharaoh 3,000 years ago .
The class is divided into three equal groups working in
three different pyramids. Changes could be made in the
assigning of groups depending on the size of the class.
Each group has two competing teams progressing through the
pyramid's passageways in order to enter all three chambers
to find all pieces of the MUIIlllly's Message. The simulation
can take any amount of time required by the instructor- from
4-10 hours. Although this could be used as an introduction
to the study of Ancient Egypt, I have used it most successfully as part of a review or culminating activity. The students
like the element of competition in the simulation, and apply
skills of analysis and interpretation in deciphering the
message. The more organized a team is in assigning responsibilities and specialized tasks to its members, the
more successful the team is. In debriefing the simulation,
it is important to identify the similarities between the
simulation and Carter's discovery of the tomb of King Tut,
another case study that has been presented prior to the simulation.
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Egypt- Organization
Government Leaders-

FA..~OUS EGYPTIANS

To help you develop some knowledge about Ancient Egypt,
write a two-sentence explanation of these famous Egyptians
after completing your readings.
Menes
Imhotep
Senusret III
Hatshepsut
Tuthmosis III
Nefertiti
Tutankhamun
Ramesses II
Ramesses III
Cheops

It is not enough to be able to identify them. You must
also explain their significance to Egyptian history.
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Egvpt- Organization
Vocabulary Development
Supply information and definitions for the following terms .
These terms will be important to know throughout the investi gation.
1.

hieroglyphics

16. amphora

2.

munnny

17. pectoral

3.

pharaoh

18. canopic jars

4.

Rosetta Stone

19. litters

5.

scarab

20 . inundation

6.

obelisk

21. cataract

7.

sphins

22. names

8.

faience

23. sarcophagus

9.

lotus

24. fresco

10. shaduf

25. delta

11. felucca

26. serdab

12. vizier

27. Egyptologist

13. scribe

28. quarry

14. papyrus

29. lapis lazuli

15. sistrum

30. sandstone

Egypt/Grade 6 P.A.T. Fall 1984
Inferences
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Your assignment has two parts. First, you will be mal:ing inferences based on the clues
and evidence found in the photos. These photos represent many aspects of Egyptian culture
and society. Remember, to infer is to guess. These guesses are "intelligent" and are
the result of careful thought.
For example, look at the subject matter in the photographs. The materials used and the
skill of construction all tell you something about the people.
DIRECTIONS: On your paper (your own), give the number of the photograph- they are marked
at the bottom. List any conclusions or inferences you can make about the culture from the
picture. Although you won't be asked to do so in writing, be ready to explain the inference
you have made. In other words, if the picture gives you clues that these people were very
advanced in war, you should be able to tell why you think this and what clues have led you
to this conclusion.
Feel free to look at all of the pictures. When you have finished with one, set it down and
take another one. If nothing comes to your mind, then select another photograph. You will
be graded on both the quality and the quantity of the inferences you have made.

PART TWO
While each picture may provide you with clues and evidence about the culture, it may also
cause you to ask a variety of questions about the culture. Record any questions you could
ask about the cultures. If you are inspecting a photograph of a necklace which is in the ·
shape of a giant cobra, you might question what the cobra stood for in their culture.
Looking at a work of art which has been composed of gold and other precious jewels might
cause you tow nder where the materials came from. Did they have access to such goods there
within Egypt, or did they go elsewhere to trade with other people?

WHAT WILL YOU TURN IN AT THE END OF THE PERIOD?
You will turn in a list of inferences or conclusions which you have drawn from the
pictures AND a set of questions which need to be answered in the investigation of Egypt.
Work productively!
A reminder- PLEASE DO NOT LOOK AT THE BACK OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS- YOU'RE ONLY CONCERNED WITH
the photo on the front.
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FORMS OF GOVERNMENTS- ORGANIZATION
The following terms refer to forms of government. Using any
resources you can get your hands on, complete this table . You
might consider using the text, the encyclopedia, the dictionary,
and other similar resources in the library and the room .
1. Authoritarianism
definition-

Important features of this form of government-

2.

Communism
definition-

Important features of this form of government-

3.

Democracy
definition-

Important features of this form of government-

4.

Monarchy
defini tion-

Important features of this form of government-
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Forms of Government p.2
5.

Totalitarianism
definition-

Important features of this form of government-

6.

Anarchism
definition-

Important features of this form of government-

'-

)
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The following maps and timelines will assist in your understanding of Ancient Egypt.
are reading and researching.

)

Please refer to these when you
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The following are options for you Independent Study Proje~t :
Ancient Egypt
Daily Life-

Perform a skit to show how bread was made .
Include costumes and props.
Make a filmstrip to explain the sequential
steps in farming wheat.
Organize several people to make a papyruslike paper. The process and the end product must resemble papyrus.
Make a poster advertising the superior qualities of a particular Egyptian musical instrument.
Using the picture, rebus and syllabic structure of hieroglyphics, create your own writing
system.
Write a newspaper article about the new surgical procedures in 2,000 B.C.
Write a letter as though you were the Overseer of Public Works. Col!llllent on the use of
slaves to build pyramids.
Using the same themes as the Egyptians, redesign a novle woman's toilet articles.
Solve the problem of how to play the Egyptian
game "senit". Write your own rules and teach
others to play.

History-

Make a flow chart showing the power structure
of government during the New Kingdom.
Draw an Egyptian warship (with labels) from
the New Kingdom.
Create a filmstrip which suqmarizes the invasion and occupation by the Hyksos.
Write the biographies of five famous Ancient
Egyptians.
Construct a crossword puzzle which contains
at least 20 names, terms and information about
Ancient Egypt's history.
Make a model of an Egyptian war chariot.
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Write a poem which describes the army.
Judge the importance of the Rosetta Stone.
Write an article for Reader's Digest.
Criticize the removal of Egyptian art treasures
by Egyptologists such as Carter and Lord
Carnarvon. Write a letter to the editor.
The NileTrade

Write an illustrated pamphlet telling about
the geography and major cities of Ancient
Egypt.
Compare Egypt's three seasons: Shait (inundation), Piruit (going out) and Shemu (harvest) to our modern calendar. Make a chart.
Draw a map which identifies the products
Egypt traded with Punt, Nubia, Lebanon,
Crete, and Syria.
Make a poster which advertises transportation on the Nile of a variety of items.
Make a working model of a shaduf.
Compile a cargo manifest of a trading vessel
leaving Thebes.
Create a relief map of a section of the Nile.
Include cities, vegetation and animals.
Analyze the methods of navigation during the
New Kingdom. Write an illustrated story.
Write a fairy tale about the yearly flooding
of the Nile.
Design an obelisk to honor those peoples who
paid tribute to Egypt.
Decide which cities grew up along the Nile.
Write a position paper and give an oral report.
Determine the value of trade with areas like
Punt and the Levant. Design a game with rules
for barter, rewards and products.

Religion-

Draw a mural using several gods as the basic
theme.
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List at least five Egyptian gods . Include
a paragraph about their personalities and
purposes.
Construct a diorama of the Valley of the
Kings.
Collect pictures of the gods and goddesses.
Put them in a scrapbook . Write a short
paragraph about each one.
Interview the goddess Nut. If possible, put
your interview on videotape.
Analyze the process of munnnification . Write
and draw a comic strip to summarize the
step-by-step process. Design and construct a sistrum.
Redesign the four canopic jars used in the
burial of a nobleman.
Interpret the reason for placing the Book of
the Dead with a mummy.
Compare Osiris and the Roman god of the underworld, Pluto . Decide which was the most powerful.
Pyramids-

Make a collage of five great pyramids and the
pharaohs who were entombed.
Write a travelogue for a visit to modernday
Giza.
Make a model of the Step-Pyramid of Zoser.
Draw a cross-cut diagram of the internal
arrangement of one of the pyramids.
Collect an annotated bibliography of ten
sources which discuss pyramids.
Analyze the sacred animals and insects. Make
a chart to show how and why each was used in
a tomb.
Make an exploded diagram of King Tut's sarcophagi.
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Draw a large mural of a fresco found in a
pyramid. Write an essay to explain its
meaning.
You are Imhotep, the architect. Using what
you know about religion, noblemen, and archi tecture, create a new form of tomb. Draw
your plans.
Criticize the reasoning of the nobles who
built mastabas around the pyramids. Interview a prominent Egyptian.
Create your own pyramid- tomb. Include blind
passages. Place in it your own treasured
possessions. Make a model or a drawing.
Art and
Architecture-List the semi-precious stones used by the
craftsmen. Include color illustrations of
each stone.

)

Explain how the huge stones for a building
were taken from the quarries. Give an oral
report with media.
Organize a scrapbook of several poems written by the Ancient Egyptians.
Make a model of the temple of Queen Hatshepsut.
Make a scupture of a sphinx.
Analyze the process used to make faience
jewelry. Make a chart to show the process.
Make a pattern with instructions of an obelisk.
Design a new pectoral for a nobleman.
your design in color.

Draw

Create a new crown for a pharaoh . It must
symbolize the Kingdoms of Upper and Lower
Egypt.
Compare how pottery is made today with ~gyptian
pottery. Decide which method would be easier
for _you. Teach a lesson on this.

...

.t'l1UJ.liil;'.L' .t'Vl:li::i.L~J...L,J.'.L'J..11.::1-

,J.ysis 'l.

.~
yoursel'f
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Imagine
a.s1
"'
· ··
•
-Ne~ertiti- List as many reasons as you can as to why you are concerned about
the next ten years.
-Horemheb- List as Df.nY reasons why you would be a better Pharaoh than Akhenaten,
· -Akhenaten- List many reasons why you believe in the Aten above all else.
.

.

2.

Are people of the 14th century B.C. more like or unlike us? Consider art·,
le+sure time activities, occupations, religion, family structure, morals,
geographical area, eto.
·

).

Who might Akhenaten ind Nefertiti be in a mod.em society?

4,

Be a television reporter interviewin8 various people after the fall of Akhenaten.

5. At the ceremony dedicating the city Akhet-Aten, you are the main speaker. Predict
its future as · a capitol of the world.

val

6.

Nefertiti was the power behind the throne, Akhenaten was a genius, a fantastically
brilliant Pharaoh, Write an essay accepting or rejecting either opinion, or dicuss
both points of view.

7,

In order for Kemet to remain a power 1n the ancient world, Akhenaten will have to
strike a balance between religion and a.rt, and commerce and the protection of allies.
Pretend to be Amon-ho-tep, Son of Hapu, chief co\Ulcilor to Pharaoh. Convince him
of the ~ecessa.ry balance of power in the world, .

8.

Egyptian life was based· on 42 laws of' ethics by which one must live in order to
survive in the next world. The only law Akhenaten had was "Before All Else, The
Truth", He hoped to r elease Egypt from fear. .But the Egyptians were not prepared
to be good without being a.f:t'aid.
-Why weren't they?
-Can you al-ways be ~ood without being afraid?
- Do you think the United States could exist with that as our only law? What
changes would take place?

.n alysis 9.

Egypt is a co\Ultry enveloped by sand.

make it an asset,
resource?

Instead of thinking that sand is a liabilit y,
What can you suggest to Akhenaten- ·a positive use of this natural

10. What would have been the historical deveJ. c.p,!:i-"nt~J. consequenc(:s H' the NL e
flowed from West to Ea.st?

~n d

11. List the consequences and defend guesses .with pro/con arguments.
-if Nefertiti had had sons.
-if Akhenaten hadn't moved the capitol.
12. Could Nefertiti help to pass the EltA?
lJ. Look at a globe. Imagine that Egypt is somewhere else in the world. Think. of all
the ways life might have been different for the Egyptian people as compared to the
way it. really was.

14. Did the Egyptian religion effect later superstitious beliefs?
15. Find some items of Egyptian culture that might have been fads among their teenagers.
·Explain why you picked them.
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Egypt-Organization
Drama Activity

Your task is to write and produce a historical play .
The events of the plot will be your own creation, but there
needs to be some historical accuracy. For example, you must
set the play in Ancient Egypt. The characters should be
either fictional or nonfictional but true· to the times. In
other words, you can't have a rock star talking to the
God of the temple! In planning your plot, consider the
different conflicts which we have investigated in studying
Ancient Egypt. We have seen rulers try to change the religion of the country, enslave large numbers of people, attempt
overthrowing the government- the history is rich in examples.
You will be assigned to a group for this task . Be careful
to have all views represented in your final product. It
may be to your advantage to assign tasks for set design,
costumes, videotaping, etc. The finished product- the
video of your performance will be due in 2 weeks.
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Egypt-Organization
Art and Language Development
Hieroglyphics Wall Hanging
Materials needed:

RIT Dyes of any colours
muslin fabric- washed to remove sizing
(about 12"X24" minimum- can be larger)

Just as the Ancient Egyptians decorated their architecture,
fabrics, jewelry, and selves with hieroglyphs, you are going
to begin an art project which will give you a better understanding of the written language of the Ancient Egyptians.
In your resources, research the various symbols in the
Egyptian writing system,and identify their English counterparts. In other words, even though there is not an equivalent letter or sound for our "e", what sound(s) could you
combine in the Egyptian hieroglyph system, to produce a
"workable" option? You will find great difficulty in this
and hopefully, understand w~y it took so long to decipher
the ~gyptian writing symbols.
Because we are not going to end up with an accurate Egyptian
translation, select symbols which you find attractive. The
foot, the feather, the hawk and the snake might be a
pleasing artistic composition.
You are going to lightly pencil your hieroglyphs onto the
piece of muslin fabric. I will help you mix the RIT dyes
and give you some first hand instruction on the painting
of the dyes onto the fabric. There are some tricks .
When you are finished, you will possess a beautiful wall
hanging- suitable for framing??!!- which reflects the
art and writing of Ancient Egypt. Have fun.
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Creative Problem-Solving
Concept-Organization
"Egypt" .
Here's the problem: The Ancient Egyptians were plagued by
the annual flooding of the Nile. Since Mt. St. Helens has
erupted, similar flooding threats have been caused by the
Toutle and the Cowlitz rivers. Apply the creative problemsolving process, and your understanding of the problem to
generate a solution for the danger of flooding in Cowlitz
County. You will be responsible for submitting your solution in writing.
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1.

Steps- An essay writing program on three levels for English
and Social Studies
by David Yount and Paul Kekock
Interact Company, Lakeside California 90040
1979

2.

Personal Fiction Writing
Meredity Sue Willis
Teachers and Writers Collaborative, New York
1984

3.

Mini-Mysteries
Julia Remine Piggin
Scholastic Book Services
New York, 1973

4.

Fried Marbles and Other Fun-To-Do Projects
Jean Laird
Scholastic Book Services, New York
1975

5.

Handbook of Instructional Resources and References for
Teaching the Gifted
by Frances Karnes, and Emily Collins
Allyn and Bacon, Boston
1980

6.

Beyond The Easy Answer
Exploring New Perspectives through Creative Problern-Sovling
Games
Richard Weintraub and Richard Krieger
Zenger Publications, California, 1979

7.

Writing the Natural Way
Gabriele Lusser Rico
J.P. Tarcher, INc. Losangeles
1983

8.

Warriner's English Grannnar and Composition
First Course
John Warriner, and Sheila Graham
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York
1977

9.

Macmillan English- Grade 6
Tina Thoburn et. al.
macmillan Publishing Co. New Yrok 1980

10. Scott, Foresman Social Studies
Grade 6
by Richard Servey
Scott Foresman and Company
Glenview, Illinois, 1982
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)

11.

Strategic Reasoning- A ·program to maximize intelligence
Innovative Science , Inc.
Stamford, Connecticut
1983

12.

Man's Changing Cultures
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
New York 1972

13.

Building Thinking Skills
Howard and Sandra Black
Midwest Publications
1984
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Teaching Thinking Skills- Organization
During the past school year, I piloted a program to teach
thinking skills to the students in the Program for the
Academically Talented (PAT). The program I used was one
developed by Innovative Sciences Inc. in Stamford Connecticut. Strategic Reasoning is a carefully organized program
for teaching students "thinking phases" . The phases are:
1.

Thing-making: We make mental pictures of
things when we interpret sensations.

2.

Qualification: We notice the qualities of
things: how things are alike and how they
differ.

3.

Classification: We mentally sort things into
classes, types or families.

4.

Structure Analysis: We observe how things
are made: break structural wholes into component parts.

5.

Operational Analysis: We notice how things
happen: in what successive stages .

6.

Analogy: We see how seemingly unconnected
situations are alike, forming parallel relations in different "worlds of thought".

The program includes filmstrips, audio tapes, and workbooks
for guided and independent practice after the skills have
been taught. During the first trimester- Organization- the
students learn the system and the 6 thinking skills. The
real value in this program seems to be in the fact that
the students develop a language system for communicating
about how they are analyzing and/or solving a problem.
They can verbalize their thinking process and this is of
great value to the learning process. Practice in structure
analysis lends itself to the studying of literature and identifying and breaking down the various elements in the
novel. Throughout the year, students are constantly seeing
shared relationships in areas of content already covered.
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PRACTICE SHEET
Thing-Making

21
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PRACTICE SHEET
Thing-Making
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Creative Thinking Skills
One way to help increase your ability to think logically
and creatively is to examine a situation that includes
a mystery to be solved. You will only be permitted to
ask questions that may be answered yes or no.
Example:
A man entered a restaurant in Chicago at noon. He asked
a waiter for a glass of water. The waiter reached under
the counter, pulled out a gun, pointed it at the man
who said, "Thank you," turned around and walked out.
What is the most logical explanation· of the situation?
To find out, ask the leader questions that may only be
answered yes or no. After you have had some experience
with this kind of thinking exercise, you may wish to state
your questions in a way that will provide you with even
more information. Instead of asking, "Did the man always
come into the restaurant at noon?" ask, "Does it matter
what time the man came into the restaurant?" Beginning
the question with the phrase, "Does it matter if .. ?"
helps you sort out relevant from irrelevant information.
If you get stuck in solving the mystery, go back and summarize the information you do have and reexamine it for
other questions. Focus your thinking on only the information that is relevant and try to think of unusual ways
to examine the events. Also, try to think of other ways
to phrase your questions. Often you will get a different
answer when you change the question a little. That may
give you the very clue you need to be a successful detective!
Other examples-A. A woman had a collection of 50 rocks. What
is unusual about her collection?
B. A man lived in a house with a hole in the
roof. There was a heavy rainstorm yet his home wasn't damaged by the water. Why?
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Creative Thinking
The following suggestions should help you write from a point
of view other than your "usual". Think creatively and imagine
yourself as someone or something else. Describe what a day
in your life is like.
Choose one of these and tell what a day's like in the life of:
a dog
a frog
a robin
a horse
a cat
a seal
a duck
a fish
a whale
an aardvark
a snake
a rabbit
an elephant
an ant
a firefly
a mosquito
a white blood cell
a red blood cell
a brain cell
a heart
a lung
a hair
an ear
an eye
a muscle
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

pencil
stove
brush
desk
bike
fork
chair
car
phone
light
tube
computer

a zoo
a radio
a schoo
a theater
a ship
a hospital
a drum
an attic
a park
a TV studio
a factory
a planetarium
a protozoan
an amoeba
a bacterium
an atom
a molecule
an ion
a gas
a liquid
a solid
a rocket
an iceberg
a volcano
a cloud

FOR A TWIST- Write from any of these
points of view but change the time
period, ie. in the year 2200, or 1543.

- 1 J-

MAZZUCA'S MANY MORBID INQUIRY TASKS

See also: Stories with Holes.Mandala Press, P.O. Box 796, Amherst9 MA 01002
$2.50 + 75¢ postage.
Please note: Text on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Creative Thinking Activity
SCAMS
(SCAMS is one of many wonderful creative ideas, along with
interesting quotations on creativity, in Eugene Raudsepp's
book, Creative Growth Games, Harcourt Brace.)

s

C

M

A

s

Stalking cats act might superior.
Sarcastic comments are meant seriously.
Create your own ...
S

-----------C---------A- - - - - - -M- - - - -- -s

-----------------

Now try the process on T GI F.
Think Gifted. It's Fantastic!
Thoughts get interrupted frequently.
Turtles gulp infant flies.
To give is fundamental.
T

- - - - - - - - - - - - -G---------- I ----------F

---------------

This strategy is helpful for causing new ideas to be created.
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CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING

Student Worksheet
Name

- -- - - -- - -- - -- - ---

1. Fact-finding. Detennine available facts stated in the problem.
Use key words such as WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, AND WHY .

What other information might you need?
in utilizing resources.

Be fluent and flexible

2. Problem-finding. Restate the problem at least two ways. Decide which statement most accurat'ely defines the problem.
a.

b.

3. Idea-finding. (Brainstonning, alternatives, etc.) Using the
best problem statement, list as many possible solutions as you
can. Sketch some pictures. DEFER judgment. Don't evaluate,
censor, or judge. Anything goes! After you have made your
list, circle the best ones.

4.- Solution-finding.

What standards do you want the solution to
meet when you have finished? List four or five criteria.
Complete work towards the solution.

PAT-6
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CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING

(WORKSHEET CONTINUED)

5. Acceptance-finding. If there is only one possible correct
solution, check the solution with your teacher. If several
solutions are possible, list reasons why you selected yours.

What steps would you use to implement your solutions?

What problems might you have? How would you prevent those
problems? Who might help you?

)

PAT-6
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Creative Problem-Solving
Idea Generating Techniques
1.

Brainstorming- Brainstorming is a way of generatine ideas
while keeping an open mind and deferring judgment. We
often use brainstorming at the beginning of problemsolving to gather a large pool of ideas from which to
work .
Rules for Brainstorming:
1. Quantity is the goal.

2.

2.

No criticism is allowed.

3.

Imaginative, wild ideas are encouraged.

4.

Hitch-hiking on others' ideas is
encouraged .

5.

All ideas are recorded for later consideration.

SCAMPER- When we SCAMPER, we use a systematic method
of generating imaginative ideas. This technique was
developed by Bob Eberle and helps in problem-solving
by providing a checklist for answering the question
"In what ways might we . . . ?" The word SCAMPER is an
acronym for:
Substitute
Combine
Adapt
Modify, Magnify, Minify
Put to other uses
Eliminate
Reverse
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CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
SUBJECT:

EVALUATION FORM

--------------------------

LIKES

DISLIKES

1.

----------------------------2.
----------------------------3.
----------------------------4.

-----------------------------

5 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

-----------------------------

REMEMBER- For each like, there needs
to be a corresponding dislike. You
can't focus only on likes or dislikes.

PAT-6
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CREA~IVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
RATING= S=excellent
4
3

SOLUTION-FINDING FORM
CRITERIA:

------------

2

l=poor

IDEAS:
l.

-----------------------------

2.

----------------------------3.
----------------------------4.

-----------------------------

5.

-----------------------------

6.

-----------------------------

7.

-----------------------------

8.

-----------------------------

PAT-6
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PRODUCTIVE THINKING
Productive Thinking involves the following processes:
1.

Fluency-

Many responses for a given situation. The
emphasis is on quantity rather than quality.

For example :
List many ways to ...
Think of several possible ways to ...
Come up with ideas for ...
2.

Flexibility-Thinking in a variety of categories by shifting
thinking from one way into different avenues or
ways of thinking.
For example:
List many different kinds of ways to ...
Think of different kinds of reasons for ...
What are the different kinds of ...

3.

Originality-Expressing unusual or uncommon responses- clever
and unique ideas that are relevant but away from
the obvious.
For example:
Think of ideas no one else will think of ..
Think of unique and unusual ways to ...

4.

Elaboration-Elaborate upon a basic idea by adding details
to make it more interesting and complete.
For example:
Add supplemental ideas to make the basic idea
clearer.
Think of details to add to your main idea.

5.

Evaluation- Weighing ideas in terms of desirability and undesirability of each.
For example:
List the things that you like and dislike about . ..
List the pros and cons of . ..

259
Assignment- Productive Thinking- fluency
You are all familiar with the song, "My Favorite Things" . We
are going to re-write the song using only the original lines
"These are a few of my favorite things" at the end of each
stanza.
1.

2.

List all of your favorite things.
Fit them into the song according to the number of syllables
needed, and make the lines rhyme. You will end up with
a "sing-able" and original version of this melody.
My Favorite Things
by Oscar Hammerstein II and

(11) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(11) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(10) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(10)

These are a few of my favorite things.

(11) _ _~-~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(11) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~-~--

(10)_~-~----~~------------(10) These are a few of my favorite things.
(11) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(11) _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (10) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(10)

These are a few of my favorite things.

'

.
Handbook of Creat,ve Learning. Vol I 1982
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)
Figure 4.

Creative problem-solving rro~Pss .
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Creative Problem Solving·
-, Information Sheet
}

I

Sl."8l.RST
COI\III\IIUNIC l>.TIONS

Pleasantville. NV 10570
1982
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Recognize Problem

~
COMMUNICATIONS
Pleasantville, NY 10570
1982

Creative Problem Solving : Planning New Worlds

270

Gather Ideas/Data

SlN3lRST
COMMUNICATIONS

P1H!5!5_nlville, NY 10570

Cr<>:1li"a Problem S0lv1na PlanntnCJ New Worlrls

272

Test Ideas

SlN3l.RST
COMMUNICATIONS

Pleasantville , NY 10570
19R~

Creative Problem Solving : Planning New Worlds

274

Eval.uate Conclusions

I
f

SlJ\Bl.RST
COMMUNICATIONS

Ple~.:'_:l!'lville, NY 10570

Cr""';"" Problem Solvina: Plannino Nf!w Worlrli::

.

'

Name

CPS EXERCISE N0.2
Date
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CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

SLtaRST
COMMUNICATIONS

,

Ple~!.!'.!'lv1lle, NY 10570

Creative Problem Solving: Planning New Worlds
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Creative Problem-Solving
After the Creative Problem-Solving process has been taught,
students need practice applying the process in real life
situations. Articles which appear in newspapers, magazines,
student literature subscriptions, etc. provide a vast array
of topics of concern to students. Discussions which identify
the problems and allow students to work toward viable solutions are valuable learning experiences for talented learners .
The following articles represent the type of reading that
can facilitate the application of the problem-solving
process:
Student Searches- from Junior Scholastic
Famine In Africa- from Junior Scholastic
U.S. Will Be Grayer A Century From Nowa reprint from the Seattle Times
Embryos Not The Heirs- A reprint from the
Seattle Times
Don't Take Away The Swat- A reprint from
the Seattle Times

The articles which are selected for class use can reflect
the unit topic being investigated . For example, for students
exploring the concept of conflict, the article on student
searches fits nicely .

YOU
Under what condit~ons can students be searched by
school officials for violating school rules? The U.S. Supreme
Court has issued a new ruling.
by Peter 01 iver

.
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8 JUNIOR SCHOLASTIC
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a:; MINE IN
AFRICA: ·

WHAT' HOPE FOIi
f'HE Sf'AIIVING1
Battered by the worst drought in a century, millions of
Africans are suffering from starvation and severe malnutrition.
How did it happen? What can be done?
by Kathy Wi Imore
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Affective Development
Possible topics for discussion:
1.

Labeling- Students who are in gifted and talented programs have been labeled as being "special". Whenever
we label anything, there are resultant expectations.
When the attending physician declares a newborn a
boy or a girl expectations for the child's sex role
identity begin. Similar to this, the gifted child
begins to feel increased expectations to perform and
take charge of situations. Getting students to identify their feelings and connnunicate how the labeling has
affected them is an important topic for discussion.

2.

Parent/Peer Pressure- Many talented youth have problems with overwhelming parent pressure to succeeed, to
get good grades, and to be a model student and citizen.
Talented children are children first and talented
people second. They need to experience realistic expectations for themselves, and they need skills to deal
with others who feel that their "talents" demand more
of them.

3.

Perfectionism- The failure to do less than superb work
causes many talented students to display qualities of
perfectionism. The student who never turns an English
assignment in because he keeps re-writing until he gets
it right is somewhat common among the talented population.
Knowing when a finished product should be "picture perfect" and when it can be messy and rough is a concept
which should be taught. Often times, students are relieved to talk about their perfectionism and how they
don't need to be perfect.

4.

Career Pressures- In a class of 18 very talented sixth
graders, I had a student who wanted to. be a farmer when
she got out of school. The other students in the class
felt that her career goal was nothing short of ridiculous. Having been raised with high expectations and
thoughts and pressures to be a dentist, doctor, lawyer,
etc. the students had a difficult time understanding
the girl's ability to get in touch with her true feelings
and interests. Understanding other students' goals
and dealing with the pressure for their own career
selection should be explored.

289

5.

Empathy- There are two sides to this topic for discussion. One the one hand, some talented students display
sophisticated affective behaviors. They can respond
very sensitively to situations. On the other hand,
some have difficulty doing more than making fun of someone in a difficult situation. This is demonstrated in
many ways. The student who makes wise comments during
a film in which a high school girl becomes pregnant or
or an intolerance for others who act differently than
he/she does are examples of this. Students in talented
programs (like those in regular programs) need an opportunity to discuss feelings related to this topic.

6.

Teachers- Talented students can be very critical of
themselves and others. Often times, teachers who are
not teaching in the talented program, but who teach
talented children in regular programs receive much
criticism from these students. They need to realize
that the whole world isn't talented, nor do many people
feel that any special considerations should be made for
talented students. Learning how to deal with the "regular" teacher is a topic for discussion.

7.

Off The Wall Comments and Behavior- When talented students are grouped together in a class or a program,
they tend to "act differently" (to quote them). There
is a lack of social graces and conventions.
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Affective Education- Self Awareness Activities
Boundary Breakers by Dorothy Sisk
The importance of self awareness to gifted education
cannot be overestimated or underestimated. It is a vital
part of the education for life situations for gifted which
calls forth decision-making skills, critical thinking and
reasoning, creative though and lastly action. The gifted
in order to utilize their potential must be keenly aware of
their frame of references of others.
Much of the curriculum and life experiences of the
gifted requires that they deal with theoretical questions and
issues as if the decision making about these questions and
issues did not involve a frame of reference. The decision
or "choice-making" calls for open, honest discussion and
this is difficult for both teachers and students. One
way to encourage self awareness and the awareness of others
is through a step-by-step sequence which helps to build
confidence in the gifted students' abilities to discuss
and to relate to others.
Boundary breaking questions are a series of questions
that can be utilized to develope intuitive expression,
listening skills and most importantly relating to others
and self awareness. For as each individual intuitively
responds to the question, they often have moments of insight- "is that how I feel-- yes, I think it isl"
The procedure for the boundary breaking questions is
simple. It requires no equipment, only a circular arrangement of individuals in chairs or on ;:the floor. The leader
states the question and then begins by calling upon a
student within the circle. This person responds and it
is the person to their right or left that responds next.
It is important that the leader responds with the group
and becomes a group member in
the process.
Now and then a person cannot respond either because they
block the question and don't wish to respond or perhaps they
need more time to ponder and reflect. This can be indicated by saying "pass" and the leader returns to this
person at the end of the first round of questions for a
response. At this time, if the person wishes to not respond, they can indicated this by "pass-pass". Passes
are accepted with as much positive acceptance as any
response. The psychological safety and acceptance is crucial to the succes~ of boundary breaking.
The leader must model keen interest and listening. If
there are side comments, the leader waits patiently and then
gently moves on to the next person.
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After several sessions, the side comments which are
often prompted by nervousness dwindle to a minimum as the
group begins to enjoy the beauty of one another-- "I
didn't know he felt that way-- I do too." or "And I
thought he was such a cold fish" are just a few of the
thoughts that might well go through the minds of gifted
as they listen to one another's responses and correct their
perceptions of themselves and others.
Boundary breakers can be used at the beginning of a
lesson to encourage transition from other classes and
to begin to spark interest in an upcoming topic or at the
end of a lesson to tone down enthusiasm and to rebuild a
feeling of "groupness".
Examples of Boundary Breaking Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

If you were to take on an animal trait, what trait would
you choose?
If you were to star in a television show, what show
would you star in?
If you could be any age, what age would you choose?
If you were a product in a dairy bar, what would you
be?
If you could establish a new holiday, what day would
you celebrate?
If vou could have dinner with any famous person, whom
would you choose?
If you had one free hour of time, how would you spend
that time?
If you could write your own epitaph, what would you write?
If you were a musical term, what would you be--acid rock
or jazz, etc.?
What do you see yourself doing 10 years from now?
If you had three wishes, what would one be?
What color is ·1ove?
What would you like to know more about?
If you could spend an hour just talking to one person,
who would that person be?
What do you think is the world's most serious problem?
If you could change one thing about yourself, what
would that be?
If we were making a record of happiness, what sound would
you add?
What is your favorite time of day?
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Independent Study
The Teacher's Role
As the director of an independent study program, you
should cease to determine what is to be learned and strive
instead to encourage your students to take more responsibility for their own learning. You ought to be more of an
observer than a lecturer. Since the children who become
involved in this type of program vary tremendously in their
abilities, interests, learning styles, and social and emotional needs, you must assess each child individually
before helping him capitalize on his strengths and rectify
his weaknesses.
Although you will take a less dominant role in the
classroom, you will require no less energy or concentration. Contrary to the myth that talented children can
take care of themselves, brighter children demand more
attention and nurturuing. Therefore, it is wise to take
charge of no more than a small number of students at a
time for conferences regarding the planning of their
independent study project.
·
One of the most difficult tasks will be waiting to
discover how task-oriented and self-directed the students
are . Some appreciate just having the opportunity to study
something that is truly interesting to them, and they
willingly and happily absorb all the information they can
while researching their topics. Others want to create,
design, invent, and play. Since you cannot assume that these
children are always making the appropriate connections in
their thinking, you should question them constantly during
their work in order to find out what it is they are testing
and what conclusions they are reaching. Help these students
to learn how to organize and communicate their work so
that others can benefit from it.

PAT-6
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INDEPENDENT STUDY

Inder,,endent study is the third stage of the Three Stzge Model.
In this stage students exercise self-motivation and direction and
synthesize their ideas into creative pro~ect activities.

Students

learn .[X)sitive attitudes toward the learning process, self-confidence
and facts which will ul ti..'lately enhance hig·her levels of th.inking.
Students work individually or in small groups.

They set

realistic goals, gat.ber information, and develop a product.

The

teacher acts as a resource person who lends aid, guides, and insists
on quality work.
We reccmnend that teachers follow a series of steps to provide
structure for independent study and to facilitate successful completion of individual projects.

'l'hese are as folla,vs:

1.

Developing Basic Skills

2.

Structuring the Independent Study

3.

Selecting the Tc~, ic

4.

Developing the Questions

5.

Contracting and Pacing

6.

Choosing Resources and Researching

7.

Displaying and Sharing the Pro:luct

8.

Evaluating the Indep:>ndcnt Study.

Arrong the basic skills to develop are note-taking, outlining
interviewing techniques, telephone protocol, letter writing, library
skills and research techniques.

These skills may be developed over

a period of time beginning with the rudirn2nts in the third grade and
progressing to more sophisticated skills in the older students.

These

skills may be taught prior to or concurrently with Inde:pendent: Study.
For students with limited exposure to indepth Indei:-endent Study
we suggest l--wo approaches to provide structure: . the.me-centered inquiry
and research methodology.

The role of the teacher varies with the

level of sophistication of the students and the amount of previous·
exposure to individualized projects.
Teacher and/or student selection of classic children's literature
or a broad topic such as aerodynamics or pollution may serve as a base
which leads to an interdiscipJinary approach of theme-centered in.qui!)'
in Independent Study.

Students for whom Independe!1t Study is a new
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experience may find that the theme-led approach facilitates the process --·
and familiarizes them with the techniques involved.
The Research Methodology approach is based on the teacherdeveloped activities found in Up Periscope*. Up Periscope introduces students to conceptsrin scientific and social science research.
Students learn to formulate hypotheses, collect and analyze data, and
report results in graphic and written form. Through sample research
activities, students lean1 to conceptualize and carry out experirr~ntal,
quasi-experimental, correlational, case study, historical, developmental,
descriptive and action research. Once introduced to the various types
of research, students may design and carry out their CFt,n studies independently or in small groups.
Both the theme-centered and research methodology approaches to
independent study are useful for providing students with a basis for
developing questions and pursuing topics of interest. We stress,
hcmever, that some students may not require this kind of guidance.
Students who have a topic in mind and -the basic skills to proceed
should be allaNed to do so.
In order to assist students in Independent Study, teachers
should refer to resources in the bibliography for specific suggestions
and activities on selecting the topic and subsequent steps in the independent study process. Examples of resources helpful in Independent
Study are:
Asking Questions, Finding Answers * ( Draze, 1979)
Big Book of Independent Study (Kaplan, .Madsen, Gould, Goodyear,
Pacific Palisades CA, 1976)
"Interest-A-Lyzer" (Renzulli, 1977)
It Takes Teaching: A Svsternatic Approach to IndeP:....ndent Study*
(Dallas Independent School District, 1980)
Self-Starter Kit For Indeoendent Stud)'* (Doherty, Evans, 1980)
The Investiqation of Real Proble...ms* (Vezza, Bagley, 1979)
/

To Teach For Thinking* (Dallas Independent School District, 1977)

Up Periscope* (Dallas Independent S~hool District, 1977)

•• • >

•
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SAMPLE CONTRACT
PROJECT CONTRACT FOR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Enrichrnent Program

SUBJECT:

DESCRIPI'ION: •

MATERIALS NEEDED:

PRESENTATION':

)
CCMPLETION DATE:

Signed

----------------

Teacher

-----------------

...... . >

•

209
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SAMPLE CONTRACT
MY

INDEPENDENT PROJECT

---------Narre
Title:

------------------------------

A brief explanation of my p r o j e c t = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

Sare questioqs I want to answer: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Materials needed:

Resources:

-------------------------

books, encyclopedias, people, and others: ________

Ideas for sharing my project: ____________________

Estimation of t i m e = ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Date s t a r t e d : . ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date c o m p l e t e d : ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .steps I will take:
Step
Step

l~·----------------------------2·---------------------~------~

3----------------------------~

Step
Step4-----------------------------~

5----------------------------~

Step
Final Description

Signature
.. >

.
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YOU Fl,

INDEPENDENT

STUDY

PROJECT

NAME

- ----- ------ - -- - - -

TOPIC- - - --

- ... ---- - - -- - --- -- -

B.Holway
PAT Teacht.•1·
Cascade Middle School
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J.

Is yciur subj~c· t specific enough to study?
1. F'or example, the subject "dogs" may be

D. Write yo11r thesis statt>,nent .

·-.

too broad. Narrow the subject to a more
limited toplc such as: A specific type of
dog, dog nutrition, seeing-eye dogs, how
to train a watch dog, how dogs serve man.
2. Wr1t~ a thesis statement
.i. This is a simple statement explaining
what your project is designed to do .

Please remember: This is the most important
!jtep. If you choosP a topic that does not
really Interest you, or that is too broad to
l"over in a reasonabll:! .:1mount of time or space,
or that does not have adequate resource
material, YOU are going to be very frustrated.

E. I have followed the steps in
"choosing a topic" and am satisfied tlil't the subject 1 cl10Sl' i,-;
appropriat0 for my independent
project.

(stud en t- ~ -i-g_n_a_t_u_r_e.......,./_d_a_t_e_)______ _ -

II.

READING AND NOTETAKING

A. Jkim each source to see if it contains
appropriate material for your research.
B. Notetaking
1. Read the entire article before you take any
notes.
a. You should go through books chapter by
chapter .
2. After ynu have read the article, go back
over ft and record the most important facts
on note cards.
3. Put one fact on each note card.
a. Tn the top ri.Rht h;ind corr.er write a
key word describing the information on
the card.
4. Write only important facts.
5. Put them in your own words.
a. Be accurate.
6. lf you use the author's exact words, be
sure to use quotation marks around the
quote.
a. List the exact page on which you found
the quote.
7. Write the reference (the name of the book
and the page number on which you found the
information) at th<: top left of each note
card.
a. This system will serve you well should
you need to check on your information.

A. List the key words you use on your
note cards.

B. I have finished taking notes on
reading material, interviews and
observntions.

(student signature/date)
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C. After the interview
l. Go over your notes immediately after the
~

·

interview.

I a. Fill in any information you need to
clarify while the interview is fresh
in your mlnd.
b. Write out key information on note
cards.
2. Write a thank you letter to the adults
you interview.

S . Interv i ew~l':
Goal:

- -- -- ~--- - -

Thank you note mailed:

NOTES FROM YOUR INTERVIEWS .....

5.

V.

FIRSTHAND DATA COLLECTING

A. Determine the purpose of your data collecting.
B. Decide upon the approach that will meet your
goal and plan it.
1 . Follow the plan carefully.
2. Take accurate notes.
C. After concluding your research, decide if the
data su f ficiently fulfills its purpose.
1. If it does, write the main ideas on
notecards.
2. If the data does not serve your purpose or
is 1.ncornplete, analyze the problem and
correct it.
D. Methods of first hand d~ta collecting.
1. Experimentation
a . An experiment is a trial or a test carried out under controlled conditions in
order to discover something unknown, to
prove a hypothesis or to illustrate a
known law.
2. Survey
a. A survey is a systematic collection of
data. You might survey opinions,
feelings or reactions of others to some
fact, idea or feature of your study.
3. Role Playing
a. Role playing is taking the part of
another person to discover the experience~ and demands of their rolP. firsthand.
4. Observation
a. Carefully watching or examining with
special purpose is an excellent data
gathering technique.
b. Take thorough notes as you make your
observations.
... 5. Note: All four ways may be used on your
project!
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A. Type(s) of data gathering appro~ch
you used:
EXPERIMENTATION
SURVEY

ROLE PLAYING
OBSERVATION
OTHER

0
0

0
0
0

TL Exp];1in t· l)p purpose of your research .

-- -···--·- - - -

C. Briefly exµlain how you intend
carrying out your research.

. . . ··-- ·-----

VI. PROJECT DESIGN
A. Presentation Aids·
l. You will need a visual aid to help explain

your project.
2. Select the aid carefully .
a. If your visual airl is an object, the object should be large enough for every
member of the audience to see and identify.
If it isn't, be sure it's small
enough to be passed from hand to hand
for audience inspection.
b. If an object is to be passed hand to
hand, it should not be too valuable or
to fragile for this activity.

A. Type of presentation aid(s) used
-picture's
-tapes
-magazines

-records

-models

-films

--dioramas

-slides

-murals

-film strips

_posters

-photographo;

-charts

-clippings

·d. Did you repeat words unnecessarily?
e. Is there enough sentence variety?
f. Are the sentences complete?
g. Have you corrected all spelling,
granunar and capitalizatlon?
4.Prcparing the final copy
a. Use clean, standard size, white paper.
b. Use black or blue ink or type.
c. Proofread carefully and correct errors
neatly.
5. Title page
a. Tile title page should include:
-the title of your paper
-writer's name
-date submitted
-class and instructor's name

TELEVISION NEWS

I

I

BY
John Doe

I
I

l

PAT Mr, Holway
Jan. 10, 2003
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E. A few tips on speaking
l. When delivering your speech you should
stand straight, speak clearly in a voice
everyone can hear and be .natural.
2. Write out the main ideas of your presentation on note cards.
3. The best way to develop confidence is to
practice! Practice by yourself, then tape
your presentation, and finally try it out
on someone you trust.
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)

11.

310

00() Generaltttes
001 . S3
001.6
001. 9
070

CYBE~UETlCS
-Including bionics, artificial intell igence
OATA PROCESSING
-Including systems analysis, computer
progrc,mml ng
CONTROVERSIAL ANO SPURIOUS KNOWLEDGE
-curiosities, mysteries, deception and
hoaxes, errors, delusions & superstition
NEWS MEDIA
-newspapers, periodicals, radio and TV &
documentary films

1oo-· Eh1~R.~~P.~x..........
130
133

1 35
137

140

1SO

160

170

and evaluates the ultimate nature of
existences and relationships through
observation, speculation, reasoning, but
not experimentation
POPULAR PSYCHOLOGY
-Including personal well-being, happiness
& success
PARAPSYCHOLOGY
,
-includes ghosts, fortune telling, dowsing, magic, astrology, palmistry,
psychokinesis & telepathy
DREAMS
PERSONALITY ANALYSIS
-including handwrt,tng analysts, determination of charifter from analysts of
fe.itu res
SPECIFIC PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWPOINT'i
-including idealism, humanism, naturalism
pantheism, liberalism, traditionalism,
etc.
PSYCHOLOGY
-study of the mind dealing with actions,
feelings & thoughts
-including physiological, intelligence,
child, abnormal, comp.irative, etc.
LOGIC
-science of reasoning
-including induction, deduction, mathemdtical, argument and persuasion
ETH I CS
-study of moral philosophy

200 Rel!:3tot1
-beliefs, attitudes, practices of individuals and groups with respect to
ultimate nature of existences and relationships within context of revelation,
deity, worship.
STUDY OF RELIGIONS
-includes religious writings, specific
elements and doctrines, moral and devotional theologies, denominations, historical and geographical developments, etc.
-classical Greek and Roman, Buddhism,
Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Taoism, Confucianism, Shintoism

300
300
301

310
320

330

340

350
370

380
380

390

Soc1al Sctence

-sciences that deal with social activities
and Institutions
SOCIOLOGY
-study of human society and group activities-including facts of crime, poverty,
marriage, school, etc.
STATISTICS
-study of quantitative data
POLITICAL SCIENCE
-study of formalized institutions and
processes by which society is governedincluding types of governments, civil
rights, international relations, legislation, practical politics, political
parties, etc .
ECONOMICS
-the science that relates to ut111zation
of wealth for the satisfaction of needs,
and desires through production & consumption
-including labor, b~nking, money, credit,
land, taxes, production, national and
international policies and relations,
stock market, wildlife management, etc .
LAW
-including Constitutional, state, civ11,
criminal, International, law enforcement,
etc.
MILITARY ART ANO SCIENCE
-conduct of warfare and defense Including
military research an~ development
EDUCATION
-Including el~nentary, secondary, adult,
special educat i on, (hearing & vision
impared, speech, mentally retarded,
emotionally dlsturbP.d, handicapped and
gifted)& counseling
COMMUNICATION
-including telegraphy, radio, TV &
telephone
TRANSPORTATION
-including railroad, ~ater, air, space,
roads, vehicular, air-cushion vehicles,
urban transportation
CUSTOMS & FOLKLORE
-including co~tume design, etiquette, folktales and songs

LJOO l __an3uae,e
410

LINGUISTICS
-science and structure of spoken and
written language
412
ETYMOLOGY
-phon~tic, graphiL and semanic development of words
420-490 SPECIFIC LANGUAGE~
-includes English, German, French,
Italian, Spanish, Latin, Greek and
other Languages

A
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nnd a period follows the total form. Book tft]es and magazines
ar~ underlined.
2. Do not invent your own form!
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STHDENT REQUEST FOR MENTOR

)
PAT Period: Time

Student Name
'---

Grade

School

Home Phone
ZIP

Mailing Address

Topic of Independent Study:
How long have you been interested LP thjs topic?
What books, publications, audio visual materfals, etc., have you used in your
research?

What information and/or h1:·1 p do you want from your Mentor?

Write four · q~estionfl ,,bout your: project. or study· which you want answered,

When can you meet with vour Mentor? Indicate any days and time you CANNOT meet.
After schoolEvenings-:
SaturdaysWill youi par~nts prov1de transportation?

- ------ ---

Teacher's signature ___ ~
Parent's signature (optiona])

C:
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Independent Study
Preliminary Study Form
Topic

Name

----------------

--------------------------------

Questions I want to answer:

Sources of information:

How I will share what I learn:

Due on ___________~Signed _____- . - - - - ~ - - - - - - student
teacher

316
PLANNING WORKSHEET
I am going to

NAME

-------------

--------------------- ------

The things I will need are:

-------------------

The steps I will take are: 1.

-----------------2.
-----------------3.
-----------------4.
------------------

5.

------------------

The problems I might have are:

PAT-6

Bloom's Taxonomy
Information Sheet

Please note: Text on pages 317-325 was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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SlJ'a.RST
COMMUNICATIONS
Pleaoan1v1llo . NY 10570

19Bi

Arrange this Bloom level of thinking in proper order with the others .

Knowledge

31

9

~~
~

Ple~.;l.:'.:''ville, NY 10570

Cre;:itiv<> Problem Salvino: Planninq New Worlds

Arrange this Bloom level of thinking in proper order with the others .

Application

321

~~
~

~ ·~.!',!',!'IYille, NY 10570

Cre~tivP Problem Solvinq: Planninq New Worlds

Arrange this Bloom level of thinking in proper order with the others .

. Synthesis

323

SLtaRST

COMMUNICATIONS

Pleasanlv1lle. NY 10570

• 1982

·

Creative Problem Solving : Planning New Worl,J~

Name

BLOOM EXERCISE NO.J
Date

------ ----------------

--- ----------

BLOOM'S TAXONOMY

~~
\. . .
}

PIAas anlville. NY 105 70

325

Creative Problem Solving: Planning New Worlds
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Independent Stud¥
Build a Higher Thought
KNOWLEDGE: "Finding Out"
listen
identify
examine
film
COMPREHENSION:
translate
summarize
interview

define
label
observe
list

recognize
draw/trace
show
record

recall
understand
collect

chart
trace
contrast

demonstrate
match
extrapolate

"Understanding"
interpret
explain
diagram

APPLICATION: "Making Use of Knowledge"
apply
construct
prepare

solve
teach
collect

experiment
report
photograph

show
manipulate
illustrate

ANALYSIS: "Taking Apart the Known''
contrast
connect
advertise
differentiate

interpret
categorize
arrange
probe

relate
dissect
organize
predict

classify
survey
graph
reason
deductively

SYNTHESIS: "Putting Things Together in a New Way"
create
add to
imagine
mesh

redesign
compose
invent
link

combine
hypothesize
solve
perform

design
construct
assemble
sculpt

EVALUATION : "Passing Judgements"
conclude
editorialize
assess

value
judge
test

give evidence
criticize
recommend

validate
decide
give supporting evidence
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Independent Study
How To Locate Information :

1.

Things to Read
encyclopedias
dictionaries
textbooks
biographies
magazines
records
hero stories
almanacs
library card catalog
bibliographies
index for free materials
pictures
charts
graphs
instructional materials
center films
tv
newspapers
adventure stories

3.

2.

Places to Go
library
historical societies
historical houses
business places
concern ts
recitals
exploring in nature
town hall
museums
historical villages
antique shops
research labs
art galleries
high shools
universities

People to See and Write to for Information
resource people
teachers
state guide books
travel agencies
state and government agencies
musicians
town officials
librarians
churches
manufacturing companies
chamber of commerce
artists
other students
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Assignment- Independent Study
"Sourcery"
Give three possible sources of information for each topic .
1.

Meat-eating plans

2.

Danish folk dances

3.

Mo-peds

4.

Daniel Boone

5.

Madonna

6.

Nuclear energy

7.

Gerbils

8.

Windsurfing

9.

Football

10 . Hawaii
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Independent Study

IDEAS FOR SHARING WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED:
a book

a magazine

a slide show

a play

an invention

a tape recording

a debate

a mini-museum

a videotape

a model

a news program

a slide-sound program

a display

a newspaper story

overhead projections

a mural

a "what if" story

a woodworking project

pictures

an oral report

teach a lesson

posters

a puppet show

take your study into the
future

charts

a filmstrip

give a sermon

maps

a song

a dance

Combine or modify any of these suggestions or come up with
your own idea for sharing the results of your independent
study.
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Independent Study
Phone Resources
Person- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address

---------------

Position

---------------

Phone

------------------

Hello, this is
I am a 6th grade P.A.T. student.
I am researching

------------------------

Is this a convenient time for us to talk?

If no .. when ·

should I call again?
If yes ... state the

--------------------purpose for calling:
-----------

Do you have any other leads for me to follow up?
books, clubs, organizations?

Thank you very much for sharing your time with me.

PAT-6

People,
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Independent Study
Oral Presentation
Name

------------------Topic----------Number of minutes needed
--------Resources needed
The presentation is an opportunity for you to share with the
entire class the product of your independent study. The
presentation should identify the topic, the intent of the
study, and any goals or objectives you set out to prove
or accomplish by doing it. In planning the presentation
you should take time to organize what you are going to say.
Consider moving from the big box to the little box- general statements to specific details. If you are demonstrating
something or showing a model, diagram, or chart, you need to
think of how the audience is going to view it. Is it large
enough? ... clear? ... understandable?
Organization (there's that word again) is critical. Determine exactly what you want us to know or learn from your
experience. Remember to speak clearly and loudly. Consider eye contact, and be serious throughout the presentation. This is the BIGGIE. You will be graded on how you
present as well as the investigation in which you engaged
yourself for the past trimester. Note cards might be
helpful, but please, do not read a script. If you know
your material and have some idea as to the sequence of the
presentation, you will be amazed at how easily it will flow!

PAT-6
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Independent Study
Student Evaluation of Independent Study
Name

-----------------Date-------------

Project Topic
Directions- M-a-r~k-a-n-x-o-n--t~h-e_s_c_a_l__e~f~o-l~l-o_w_i-n_g__e_a_c~h-c_r_i-·t_e_r~i-o_n__
to indicate YOUR evaluation of your pro ject.
1.

Teaches something
to others

2.

Uses thinking
skills

3.

Includes creative
ideas

4.

5.

6.

7.

little
information

much
depth

------------

6 or
1 or 2
ways
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ m o r e ways

no
examples

3 or
more

--------------

Activities cause
others to think

none

Uses various display
ideas

1 or 2

---------------5

or more

---------------6

Uses different types
of references

1

---------------5

or more

Interesting
presentation

class
bored

8.

Clear, well
organized

not
very ________________.great

9.

Neat and
attractive

so-so

10. Shows effort

or more

class
excited

----------------

--------·---------great

not
much

------------------my

best
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Independent Study
Student's Independent Study Self-evaluation Form
Name

Topic

Date

Unit Concept

-------------------

1.

List the most important facts/findings you discovered .

2.

Summarize what you discovered or proved as a result of your
study.

3.

Tell how these results can be used by others .

4.

Isolate one finding from your study. Remove it, or change
it, and explain how it would affect the results.

5.

Rate yourself on how close you came to meeting your original
goals for this study.

6.

What new questions did your study raise? Do you forsee
pursuing these new questions in a follow-up study?
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GETTING ORGANIZED - The Calendar Project
Optional group activity for applying (experiencing)
planning and organizational skills.
After investigating the concept of time and how different
cultures have formulated calendars, I have assigned to the
class the task of constructing a calendar of events for the
school year. This has been a successful activity (if one
has time) for getting the students interacting in groups,
identifying tasks and deadlines; planning and executing a
finished product. In addition, the students get experience
gathering information from other sources in the school and
meeting with the district's print shop in mapping out the
printing strategies and options. The finished product becomes a vehicle for the students to organize their own
study and activity time. The teacher can act as guide in
seeing that tasks get accomplished, but he/she will be
amazed at the production staff- the class.
Some things to consider when carrying out this activity.
1.

Find out ahead of time who the leaders in the class are.
They can be very valuable in assisting in the organization.
Also, break the tasks of production down with
the class, ie. gathering the information on the athletic
contests' dates, birthdates, school concerts, etc. Small
groups can work on different topics. My class wanted
to work on months, so I had a few students select their
partners and the month they would work on.

2.

Check with the printer about costs ahead of time. In
our district, the print center is able to accomodate
a large variety of printing options, paper stocks, etc.
If photos are to be used, (my class had their pictures
on their birthdates), the photos will have to be screened
before the printer can print them . There is an added
cost to this, but the quality is far superior.

3.

Make up a block design monthly calendar pattern like the
one attached. This standardizes the calendar and makes
it more attractive. It also makes students aware that
there are spatial limits within which they must work.

4.

BE TOLERANT OF POOR ART! This was the hardest part for
me- Remember, this is a student product. Some classes
may be talented artists, and others may possess little
if any artistic abilities. I have found that what they
think looks "awesome" and what I think looks "attractive"
sometimes don't match .... but they win because it's their
work.

5.

~einforce the organizational skills and planning skills
you observe. This is an activity whtch works well in
setting the stage for the entire year's productions.

l'IJ
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Concept-Organizatio~
The Organization of Time- The Calendar

The following pages provide information about
calendars and how ~eople have organized time
through the ages. Before beginning work on
your school calendar, it will be helpful to
understand something about the nature of calendars.

338

This ie the story of our calendar.

It begins many thousands

of years ago.

NATUH.E'S CAJ,ENDAHS

1

Please note: Text on pages 338-350 was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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GETTING ORGANIZED
Optional independent activity for applying planning and
organizational skills.
THE TRIP PLANYou have been selected to go on a 2 week vacation
anywhere in the world. This world. You can pick the
time of the year in which you want to travel, and you can
pick the location- your destination! I will tell you
that I am willing to give you $4,000.00 in U.S. currency.
Your task is this:
1. Thinking about the 2 week time limit and the
$4,000.00 budget, select your destination. You
will want to do some research on areas to visit.
Keep in mind your own interests and desires. If
you hate warm weather, stay out of the tropics!
2.

Begin organizing your itinerary. You will need
to submit to me an organized schedule of the
activities which will take place on the times and
dates which you have indicated. This is where
the research will help. How will you know if you
are going to a museum in Paris if there isn't any
museum? Also, you will need to be specific
as to where you are going to stay each night,
how much it is going to cost you, where you might
eat, how much you are going to budget for food
each day, when you are leaving and returning and
how much your travel arrangements are going to
cost, etc. This will be an awesome task. The
local travel agencies will be of help, as will the
Longview Public Library. Don't forget to find
out what the exchange rate is in the city to
which you are traveling. You may be spending
pesos or yen on your journey.

3.

Finally, the trip plan that you submit can be of
your own design. Perhaps you want to enlist your
computer to help you plan and organize. Make
a chart to schedule your time and money. Most of
all, don't forget- you only have $4,000.00 to
spend.
Bon Voyage!
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Concept- Organization
Inductive Reasoning- Inferring
Assignment- City Artifacts
Each of you will be responsible for selecting a city in the
world. Keep your selection a secret, and you will need to
begin gathering information about your city. After you feel
that you are well aware of a number of facts and details about
your city, begin to think of representative artifacts from
your city. What are some objects that you could gather which
would provide clues as to the identity of your city?
Create a box of artifacts. You must have at least 10 artifacts. You don't want to be too obvious in your artifact
selection, in other words, a key chain with the Space Needle
would be too obvious a give away for the city of Seattle.
You will be responsible for analyzing another person's box
of artifacts to determine the identity and location of the
city in question. You will need to think about the inferences you can make. If all of the artifacts related to
water, you might infer that the city is located in or around a large body of water.

CHAPTER FIVE
Sunnnary and Conclusions

This project has attempted to meet the goal of
establishing an appropriate language arts based curriculum model for talented students in grade 6.

The

model is based upon research into the cognitive and
affective characteristics and needs of the gifted and
talented.

Having identified the essential components

of curriculum for the talented, the writer has sought
to provide a workable model which explains how these
components are incorporated into a plan.
Any model needs to be evaluated to check to see .
that it does what it intends to do.

This model dif-

ferentiates curriculum for the talented so that experiences in creative problem-solving, independent
study, research, affective education, thinking skills,
and production will be maximized for the talented learners .

To evaluate the successes and shortcomings of

the model, the students who have experienced the
curriculum were consulted.

Questions were presented

to students in each of two classes which participated in
the program after its development .
It was reinforcing to read and evaluate the feedback
provided by the students.

In sunnnarizing their comments,
353
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the vast majority of students felt that:
-The small class size (18) was an advantage .
-The PAT class made them think more than in
a regular class.
-They were more comfortable in the class of
fellow talented students than in their regular math and science classes.
-They looked forward to coming to the class "
- They felt that they received enough help
from the instructor in regard to independent study.
-The class was better than others they had
taken in recent years.
-The experiences provided were at the right
level of difficulty.
-They learned more than in other years.
-They especially liked learning through the
simulations.
-They liked the fact that the resources were
not restricted to a single text.
-There were ampl~ opportunities to express
their feelings without the fear of being
put down or being told that their thoughts
were weird.
-They loved all the creative writing and
the opportunities to produce and publish.
-They liked the brain unit and the knowledge
that they gained about their own dominance.
Because there was such support for the content and
activities, the curriculum proved to be quite successful.
The negative comments focused on the still present instruction in the basic skills.

Even though talented stu-

dents need to know things like end punctuation rules, etc.,
they don't like to learn them.

It seems to be a necessary

evil in all educational models.
Other students expressed dissatisfaction with the
thinking skills program.

This program, Strategic Reasoning,

is more teacher directed than they would like.

Students

tend not to enjoy any content when it is presented in a
systematized, rote fashion.

Despite their comments, the
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thinking skills program did allow students to learn a
common vocabulary and knowledge when communicating about
how people think.

Students who were not successful at

forming analogies at the beginning of the year improved
when they were provided with instruction in the processes
leading up to seeing analogies.
The fact that students related frustrations in
regular programs and satisfaction in their participation
in the talented program can be an indicator that the model
worked to meet their cognitive and affective needs.

It

is unreasonable to suggest that any program for the
talented can meet all of the needs of all of the students.
Some students lack the motivational abilities or qualities
necessary to be productive.

In any event, this project

will continue to evolve with the teachers and students who
come in contact with it.

The nature of curriculum for the

talented is one of flexibility in planning for the content
and instruction.

The students' needs must be considered

at each step of the planning.
viable framework.

This model provides a

It can be altered as interests dictate.

The reader is free to modify and adapt in the process of
designing workable options for the talented among us.
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Appendix A
PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE MIDDLE SCHOOL ACADEMICALLY
TALENTED PROGRAM
Longview Schoo l District
Goal #1:

To promote higher level thinking skills
a . Students will be able to analyze concepts.
b . Students will be able to synthesize by producing
new designs for concepts .
c . Students will be able to evaluate through
supporting data.

Goal #2:

To promote independent styles of learning
a. Students will
b . Students will
C . Students will
d . Students will
e . Students will
f . Students will
g . Students will
products.
h . Students will

Goal #3 :

be
be
be
be
be
be
be

able
able
able
able
able
able
able

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

select a topic.
produce a schedule.
create questions.
write objectives.
find resources.
record ideas .
make/write original

be able to evaluate independent study .

To promote research skills
a . Students will be able to select and make a study
plan on a given topic.
b. Students will be able to locate and gather information
pr int ed and nonprinted.
c. St udents will be able t o interpret , organize (outline),
documen t ( f ootno t es and bibiliographies), and
communi cat e dat a requi r ed .

Goal #4:

To expand communication skills by exploring a variety
of alte·rnatives
a. Students will be able to select appropriate media
for their message.
b. Students will be able and produce appropriate media
to communicate.

Goal #5:

To promote problem-solving/decision-making
a . Students will be able t o apply a problem-solving
pr ocess (ie. Tref fin ger )-fact findi ng, problem
findi ng , i dea f i n ding,s olution finding, acceptance
fin di ng (solution).
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Goal #6:

To promote awareness/acceptance of self and sensitivity to others
a. Students will be able to recognize their own
strengths and weaknesses.
b. Students will be able to set realistic goals and
to accept setbacks as part of the learning process.
c. Students will be sensitive to others' strengths,
weaknesses, and differences.
d. Students will be able to recognize and utilize
the contributions of others.

Goal #7:

To promote an awareness of society's problems and
possible solutions
a. Students will demonstrate an awareness of present
day problems.
b. Students will demonstrate an understanding of an
individual's role in facing and solving society's
problems.

Appendix B
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Cur~iculum Delivery- Grade 6 Program For The Academically
Talented (PAT)
rhe Sixth Grade PAT class incorporates a variety of strategies
and learning experiences for the students involved. These
experiences include:
.1 .

2.

An emphasis on higher level critical thinking skills.
Evaluating the behaviors of characters in history and
in literature, debating issues of local and national
concern, investigating opposing views and analyzing
such views are examples of such thinking .
Cr~ative Problem-Solving
Instruction is provided in the processes of fact-finding,
problem-finding, idea-finding, solution-finding, and acceptance-finding. After the process is taught, students ·
gain experience solving problems and applying the process .
. Creating a solution for an important social problem or
designing a package to protect a raw egg both require
skills in problem-solving.

3 . .An emphasis on production. Students are constantly investigating topics which result in a product of some kind. The
product can be a presentation, report, videotape, film,
display, etc . The planning skills needed to be productive
and the various options for presenting are taught ·and
practiced throughout the year.
·
4.

A greater involvement on the part of the learner with that
which is being learned. Simulation, role-playing, debates,
dramas, and research investigations require the active
participation of the participants in the program.

5.

Independent Study. Topic selection, the development of
questions and study objectives, the techniques for gathering resources, interpreting information and sharing infor~ation are taught. Students in the program are .e ncouraged
to pursue a~eas for invest;i.gation .heyond the content of
the class. - Topic selection may include content covered
in class as weTl. .
'

6.

Affective Education. Students in the program are given
,· opportunities · through writing and discussion to explore
their emotion~l needs and feelings. The self image of
. .the student and his/her relations with others in the
program and the school- is considered an important "content" area. E.x periences which enable students to develop
empathy a~d to explore their own values are presented.

7.

Research Skills. The use of the library, formal instruction
•. in notetaking, outlining, and interviewing are skills which
are taught .in conjunction with other activities.

